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Abstract: Electric vehicles (EVs) are universally recognized as an incredibly effective method of
lowering gas emissions and dependence on oil for transportation. Electricity, rather than more
traditional fuels like gasoline or diesel, is used as the main source of energy to recharge the batteries
in EVs. Future oil demand should decline as a result of the predicted rise in the number of EVs on the
road. The charging infrastructure is considered as a key element of EV technology where the recent
research is mostly focused. A strong charging infrastructure that serves both urban and rural areas,
especially those with an unstable or nonexistent electrical supply, is essential in promoting the global
adoption of EVs. Followed by different EV structures such as fuel-cell- and battery-integrated EVs, the
charging infrastructures are thoroughly reviewed in three modes, specifically—off-grid (standalone),
grid-connected, and hybrid modes (capable of both standalone and grid-connected operations). It
will be interesting for the readers to understand in detail several energy-source-based charging
systems and the usage of charging stations for different power levels. Towards the improvement
of the lifetime and efficiency of EVs, charging methods and charging stations in integration with
microgrid architectures are thoroughly investigated. EVs are a multi-energy system, which requires
effective power management and control to optimize energy utilization. This review article also
includes an evaluation of several power management and control strategies followed by the impact
assessment of EVs on the utility grid. The findings and the future research directions provided in this
review article will be extremely beneficial for EV operators and research engineers.

Keywords: electric vehicle (EVs); EV structural topologies; EV charging infrastructure; EV battery
chargers and their architectures; EV battery-charging techniques; control and power management;
utility grid; grid impact

1. Introduction

The government, industry, and academia are actively promoting the development
of an electric vehicle (EV)-based transportation system. This system utilizes renewable
energy or the electric grid for charging purposes. The primary objective is to address the
increasing environmental concerns associated with daily transportation, which currently
contributes to 25–30% of India’s greenhouse gas emissions. By adopting EVs, there is
a significant reduction in the consumption of fossil fuels. Worldwide governments are
actively promoting the EV industry by implementing subsidies and legislation. This is in
response to consumer demand for low-emission transportation options as a viable alterna-
tive to conventional fossil-fuel-powered vehicles. The motivation behind this shift is the
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recognition that fossil-fuel-based transportation poses significant risks to the environment
and the planet. EVs offer several positive societal consequences, including enhanced safety,
improved public health, a thriving domestic economy, and a cleaner and safer environment.
Many nations are transitioning to renewable energy sources due to the advantages they
offer in terms of both environmental sustainability and economic viability. Fossil fuels, due
to their significant contribution to carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, present a substantial risk
to the Earth’s ecosystem. Figure 1 depicts the proportional distribution of CO2 emissions
contributed by different sectors, as classified by the International Energy Agency (IEA).
The sectors encompassed are the electricity and heat sector, the transportation sector, the
industry sector, the residential sector, and various other areas [1–4].
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Currently, every nation is diligently employing various measures to safeguard the
environment. The presence of a clean environment is crucial for the existence of human
life, rendering it inconceivable to envision a world devoid of such conditions. In addition,
it is important to note that the availability of fossil fuels is finite and gradually depleting
daily. Currently, there is a global focus on EVs to address various significant concerns. EVs
are widely recognized as a highly efficient mode of transportation owing to their ability
to produce zero residual emissions. Due to several advantage of EVs, it is projected that,
by the year 2030, the number of EVs on the road will exceed 100 million, driven by an
increasing awareness among individuals regarding the benefits associated with these vehi-
cles [5]. The EV industry in Asia is projected to experience significant growth as multiple
countries implement measures to promote the adoption of EVs, reduce emissions, and
attract investments in EV manufacturing facilities. By the year 2022, it is projected that the
number of non-electric vehicles in operation on Indian roads will reach 278,169,631 while
the number of EVs will be 1,334,385. The information was acquired from the e-Vahan
portal, which is managed by the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways. Figure 2
presented below offers comprehensive data regarding the sales figures of EVs in India and
worldwide [6,7].
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To successfully achieve the future-oriented goal of EV sales, a significant charging
infrastructure and significant electric energy generation must be developed. Additionally,
the electricity required for EV charging is produced exclusively from clean and renewable
energy sources. Because generating electricity from burning fossil fuels just changes the
source of emissions from cars to power plants, it does not result in a reduction in emissions.
Hence, the mitigation of pollution and the subsequent environmental benefits can be
achieved through the utilization of renewable energy sources for electricity generation.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) generation, along with other renewable energy sources like wind
energy, hydro energy, and fuel-cell-based energy, is considered the most viable option for
EV charging due to its widespread availability in both rural and urban areas [8–10]. The
availability of the product is extended throughout a significant duration of the year on
the Indian subcontinent. Wind energy and hydro energy, unlike solar PV arrays, rely on
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geographical factors. Wind power is typically most suitable for coastal regions, whereas
hydro power is more practical for inland areas. Additionally, solar power is readily available
on the Indian subcontinent for a significant portion of the year. The development of a
charging infrastructure is crucial in facilitating the accessibility of EVs for individuals. An
efficient and proper charging infrastructure is essential for realizing the full potential of
EVs [11,12].

Electric vehicles consist of various emerging manufacturing technologies, including
an electric motor, a battery, and a charging facility. As a result, they have become an
essential component of modern transportation systems. Nevertheless, the transition to EVs
is not advancing at the anticipated pace. The limited driving range and extended charging
durations of EVs are widely recognized as the primary barriers hindering their widespread
adoption [13]. EVs typically have a higher initial cost compared to their gasoline-powered
counterparts. However, they offer the advantage of requiring significantly less energy
for operation and producing lower emissions. The significant increase in demand for
EVs and the corresponding rise in EV charging infrastructures have led to extensive
discussions among research institutions and energy supply companies on how to mitigate
the strain on local electrical networks. This is due to the expanding number of EV charging
stations [14,15]. EV charging stations can potentially leverage renewable energy sources
such as wind and solar power to assist local electricity networks in compensating for
any deficiencies. Several key global factors are contributing to the swift growth of EVs.
The progress in electric motor and electronic control system technologies has led to the
direct control of EV propulsion. Additionally, there have been notable advancements in
supporting technologies for EVs, including grid-to-vehicle (G2V) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
systems [16].

An increasing public awareness and commitment to addressing climate change have
been observed [17]. Commercial vehicle electrification is a crucial area of research due to its
potential to significantly reduce CO2 emissions [18,19]. The primary focus of commercial
vehicle research in the field of electrification has been on hybridization. This is primarily
due to considerations such as battery capacity, EV range, and the limited availability of
public charging infrastructure [20,21]. Light-duty trucks (LDTs) have demonstrated a suc-
cessful conversion without significant alterations to travel behavior [22]. As a result, they
have become the primary focus for the initial implementation of zero-emission commercial
electric vehicles (CEVs), such as electric trucks (ETs). Advancements in lithium battery tech-
nology [23] have facilitated the technical and economic feasibility of electric trucks when
compared to diesel and alternative-fuel trucks [24]. In their study, Chaudhari et al. [25]
introduced a hybrid optimization model that aims to effectively manage battery storage in
order to maximize the utilization of power generated by a solar PV array, while simulta-
neously minimizing the operational expenses associated with the control system. In their
study, Kandasamy et al. [26] investigated the underlying factors contributing to the prema-
ture failure of a storage battery within a solar photovoltaic (PV) array system installed in a
commercial building. The wind-energy-driven charging station (CS) is advantageous for
EVs due to its availability both during the day and at night. A plethora of papers pertaining
to this field can be found [27–29]. The infrastructure and control mechanism for PV, wind,
and fuel-cell-based EV charging are detailed in Reference [30]. In their study, Ugirumurera
and Haas [31] discussed the significance of renewable energy in ensuring the sustainable
future of EV charging stations. In their study, Chandra Mouli et al. [32] successfully charged
solar-powered vehicles using a high-powered bidirectional EV charger. The charger in
question does not support AC charging. In their study, Monteiro et al. [33] incorporated a
three-port converter for the purpose of establishing a connection between a photovoltaic
array and an EV charger. The design of the charger did not take into account the distortions
in the grid current. Singh et al. [34] have introduced a modified z-source converter that can
be utilized in the development of a PV array/grid-connected EV charger. However, the
charger was not designed to operate in island mode. Due to its limitations, the system lacks
the capability to facilitate EV charging in off-grid locations. The PV-array-based charging
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station was introduced by Singh et al. [35] to offer various functionalities in vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) systems. These functionalities include the provision of a charging facility, reac-
tive/active power support, active power filtering, and the enabling of vehicle-to-home
operation. In their study, Saxena et al. [36] constructed a grid-tied photovoltaic (PV) array
system designed specifically for residential applications and integration with EVs. In
their study, Razmi and Doagou-Mojarrad [37] introduced a power management technique
for a residential integrated PV-storage battery system. This technique allows for both
grid-connected and off-grid operation, and incorporates multimode control. The concept
of integrating a smart house system with an EV as a storage device has been proposed.
This system enables vehicle-to-home and vehicle-to-gadget (V2G) operations, providing
advantages for both utility companies and consumers [38–40]. Renewable-energy-based
charging stations are considered the most viable solution for the charging of EVs. How-
ever, their integration into the existing charging system necessitates an additional power
conversion stage. This, in turn, leads to an increase in system complexity and power loss.
Furthermore, it is imperative to integrate the current control system with the controllers
dedicated to each stage of the conversion process. Hence, the establishment of a cohesive
control and co-ordination mechanism is imperative for facilitating the development of a
versatile and multifaceted operational integrated system [41]. The proliferation of EVs
has given rise to various challenges within the domains of energy, transportation, and
manufacturing. The development of charging platforms and infrastructure is necessary to
facilitate the charging of EVs, both in residential settings and public locations. With the
growing prevalence of EVs in circulation, there arises a pressing requirement to allocate
resources towards the development of an intelligent grid infrastructure. The significant
dimensions of EV batteries result in substantial power consumption during the charging
process [42]. The existing body of literature provides various recommendations for mitigat-
ing the impact of EV charging on the distribution system. There are two primary categories
of mitigation methods. The initial approach involves the implementation of time-of-use
(TOU) pricing by utilities to discreetly manage EV charging [43,44]. This approach incen-
tivizes EV owners to charge their vehicles during non-peak hours by reducing electricity
rates during off-peak periods in a time-of-use pricing framework [45]. The utilization of
this technique results in a significant reduction in peak load demand, thereby mitigating
concerns related to transformer overloading and heating. The second strategy involves
the utilization of smart charging algorithms by utilities to actively control the rates and
start times of EV charging [46]. The advantages of an EV charging system encompass the
optimization of customer benefits and enhancement of utility benefits through the strategic
scheduling of EV charging during off-peak-load hours. These are some of the articles
whose contributions are highlighted here, but there are many more in which numerous
experts in the field of EVs have produced high-caliber work. Currently, the field of research
pertaining to EVs and their associated charging infrastructure is experiencing significant
growth and development. Even so, EVs will encounter several difficulties, which have
been explained further.

Challenges to the Widespread Adoption of EVs

In addition to the inherent advantages of electric vehicle (EVs), there are several
challenges that must be acknowledged. Without eliminating them, it will be difficult to
make EVs a staple in the lives of most people. In the present era, a significant emphasis is
being placed by the vehicle industry, researchers, and institutions on EVs, with the primary
objective of enhancing their performance, reliability, and safety. The analysis of the impact
on the existing electric infrastructure due to the introduction of EVs is currently underway.
As the popularity of EVs continues to grow in the transportation sector, it is anticipated that
the existing grid system will undergo significant advancements in order to accommodate
this shift [47,48]. Figure 3 illustrates the barriers to EV adoption.
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In addition to the challenges, there exist a multitude of other barriers that contribute to
the suboptimal utilization of EVs for transportation purposes. Some of the most significant
challenges that must be addressed before the widespread adoption of EVs may occur are
discussed below:

Range Anxiety: One of the primary concerns among prospective EV buyers is the
restricted driving range offered by these vehicles. The phenomenon known as “range
anxiety” pertains to the apprehension that an EV may exhaust its energy reserves prior
to reaching its intended destination. EVs differ from internal combustion engine (ICE)
vehicles in terms of their limited driving range. Consequently, EVs necessitate frequent
recharging during long-distance journeys, which can be perceived as inconvenient. Despite
recent advancements in battery technology that have extended the range of EVs, significant
challenges persist in terms of their limited travel distance between charging sessions.
Moreover, the operational range of an EV may experience a reduction when utilized in
conjunction with energy-intensive equipment or during inclement weather conditions.

High Initial Cost: A significant drawback is the elevated cost associated with the
acquisition of EVs. EVs generally incur higher costs compared to ICE vehicles due to the
necessity of utilizing more costly battery technology. Despite the ongoing advancements
in technology and economies of scale, the cost of EVs remains a deterrent for potential
consumers. The replacement or repair of EV batteries incurs significant expenses, thereby
contributing to the overall cost of ownership.

Insufficient charging infrastructure: The absence of a dependable charging infras-
tructure poses a significant obstacle for EVs. This phenomenon is particularly evident
in underdeveloped regions or countries, where the scarcity of charging stations poses a
significant deterrent for drivers considering the adoption of EV. The absence of charg-
ing infrastructure raises additional concerns regarding the range. Concerns may arise
among EV drivers regarding the availability of charging stations when embarking on
long-distance journeys.

Battery Technology Constraints: The selection of battery technology plays a crucial role
in determining the practicality and feasibility of EVs. Significant advancements have been
made in battery technology; however, notable constraints still exist within the current state
of the art. The energy density of battery technology currently falls significantly short when
compared to that of liquid fuels utilized in internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles. When
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estimating the range of an EV, it is crucial to take this factor into account. In addition, the
duration needed for recharging a battery is significantly greater compared to the duration
needed for refueling a vehicle equipped with an internal combustion engine. The presence
of these constraints poses a challenge in achieving comparable levels of ease and variation.

Overloaded Power Grids: One additional obstacle to the widespread adoption of EVs
pertains to the possibility of overburdening the power grid as a result of increased usage. In
instances of abrupt surges in electricity usage, the power system may experience difficulties
in meeting the required capacity. The increase in the utilization of the power grid can be
attributed to the growing popularity of plug-in EVs. The occurrence of power outages and
other issues may lead to a decrease in the reliability of the power system. Additionally,
there may be a range of other issues that could arise.

Inadequate Critical Minerals Supply: The insufficient availability of minerals and rare
earth metals required for EV infrastructure poses a significant challenge to the extensive
implementation of EVs. Significant quantities of these minerals play a crucial role in the
manufacturing of batteries for EVs and other related components. However, it is important
to note that there is a limited worldwide availability of these minerals, and the demand for
them is growing at a fast pace due to the increasing number of EVs being used. The potential
disruption of the supply chain and subsequent cost escalation faced by EV manufacturers
may pose a significant obstacle to the widespread adoption of these vehicles.

Currently, there is a growing demand for EVs, which has led to various challenges that
individuals are actively addressing in order to mitigate them. In addition to the challenges
associated with EVs, there are also emerging opportunities that hold significant importance
for the progress of any nation [49]. Figure 4 illustrates the challenges and opportunities
associated with EVs.
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In addition to this challenge, there exist numerous other challenges that, if not ade-
quately addressed, will severely restrict the prospects of EVs in the transportation industry.
In order to effectively address these issues, it is imperative to engage in comprehensive
discussions. This review paper provides an analysis of various aspects related to EVs,
encompassing their charging infrastructure, current solutions, and associated challenges.
Furthermore, this review presents an analysis of the effects that EVs have on our existing
system, along with potential avenues for enhancement.
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Significant Contributions:
The outline of the contributions of this review paper is as follows:

1. Basic introduction of the overall system existing and its challenges;
2. Different EV technologies and their architectures;
3. EV battery chargers and their classification;
4. Different battery-charging topologies used in EV application;
5. Classification of different charging infrastructures for EVs;
6. Different types of control techniques and energy management strategies used in

EV application;
7. Impact assessment of EVs;
8. Direction for further research in EV technologies.

There are nine distinct sections in the manuscript, beginning with an introduction
section, which offers a thorough examination of the broad adoption of electric vehicles (EVs),
as well as a summary of EV technology’s prospective benefits and remedies. In Section 2,
various EV designs are thoroughly studied and compared. Also, a comprehensive analysis
of powertrains is included that considers a wide range of factors, including efficiency, cost,
mobility, environmental impact, and more. The designs used in EV battery chargers are
disclosed in detail in Section 3. In this section, EV chargers are categorized based on their
individual features and capabilities. Several types of EV chargers available, as well as an
in-depth examination of the benefits and drawbacks of each, are discussed. In Section 4,
various strategies used to charge EV batteries are examined. In order to have a complete
grasp on EVs, one must be familiar with the various charging methods and their advantages
and disadvantages. Attention is being paid to the EV charging infrastructures. Section 5
analyzes several options for the EV charging infrastructure and discusses the impact of
integrating EVs with the utility grid. Energy management and control systems for EVs are
dissected in Section 6. The impact assessment of EVs is thoroughly discussed in Section 7.
This section focuses on the effects on the power system, the economy, and the environment,
including many implications and possible solutions. In Section 8, the pros, and cons of
driving an EV and challenging issues are laid out in detail. Finally, the conclusion and
recommendation in Section 9 for future research gives a broad direction pertinent to EV
operators and research engineers.

2. Electric Vehicle Technology

The primary problem with internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles is their de-
pendence on fossil fuels, which leads to energy security concerns and increases in CO2
emissions. Considering the strain on fossil fuels and the rise in CO2 emissions, EVs lessen
the need for transportation fueled by crude oil and cut back on emissions of greenhouse
gases. As indicated in Figure 5, vehicle technology usually has four primary categories.
Electrification increases from left to right. When burned, gasoline and diesel fuel are among
conventional vehicles’ largest single producers of atmospheric carbon dioxide. As a result,
hybrids produce fewer carbon emissions than cars powered by internal combustion engines.
The third and fourth categories are zero-emission vehicles using hydrogen fuel cells and
batteries, respectively [50,51].
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a complete grasp on EVs, one must be familiar with the various charging methods and 
their advantages and disadvantages. Attention is being paid to the EV charging infrastruc-
tures. Section 5 analyzes several options for the EV charging infrastructure and discusses 
the impact of integrating EVs with the utility grid. Energy management and control sys-
tems for EVs are dissected in Section 6. The impact assessment of EVs is thoroughly dis-
cussed in Section 7. This section focuses on the effects on the power system, the economy, 
and the environment, including many implications and possible solutions. In Section 8, 
the pros, and cons of driving an EV and challenging issues are laid out in detail. Finally, 
the conclusion and recommendation in Section 9 for future research gives a broad direc-
tion pertinent to EV operators and research engineers. 

2. Electric Vehicle Technology 
The primary problem with internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles is their depend-

ence on fossil fuels, which leads to energy security concerns and increases in CO2 emis-
sions. Considering the strain on fossil fuels and the rise in CO2 emissions, EVs lessen the 
need for transportation fueled by crude oil and cut back on emissions of greenhouse gases. 
As indicated in Figure 5, vehicle technology usually has four primary categories. Electri-
fication increases from left to right. When burned, gasoline and diesel fuel are among con-
ventional vehicles’ largest single producers of atmospheric carbon dioxide. As a result, 
hybrids produce fewer carbon emissions than cars powered by internal combustion en-
gines. The third and fourth categories are zero-emission vehicles using hydrogen fuel cells 
and batteries, respectively [50,51]. 
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2.1. Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV)

A fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) is like an EV with an electric powertrain. Still,
it uses hydrogen stored in a fuel cell tank instead of electricity. The absence of exhaust
fumes means that this car produces no harmful emissions. The FCEV is divided into two
categories: the fuel cell electric vehicle and the fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle (FCHEV),
denoting the two distinct powertrain configurations available. Figure 6 displays a simple
FCEV design diagram.
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The FCEV shines in applications that require constant power at modest speeds, such
as buses, forklifts, trams, etc. FCEV producers like Hyundai, Toyota, and Honda produce
high-performance vehicles in terms of fuel economy and vehicle efficiency by implementing
a wide range of energy management strategies [52]. Table 1 summarizes the various aspects
of the FCEV.

Table 1. Analysis on several aspects of fuel cell electric vehicles.

Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEV)

Powertrain Uses a fuel cell or hydrogen fuel to generate electricity for the motor.

Performance Offers excellent performance, with good acceleration and top speed,
but is limited by the availability of hydrogen fuel.

Cost Higher cost than BEVs due to the more complex fuel cell technology.

Range Longer range than BEVs due to the fuel cell technology, but limited by
the availability of hydrogen fuel.

Environmental Impact Low environmental impact due to the reduced emissions from the fuel
cell and hydrogen fuel.

Important Issue
X Fuel cell price.

X Reliability and lifecycle.
X Facilities for hydrogen refueling and conditioning.

2.2. Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV)

A hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) can obtain its power from either an internal combustion
engine (ICE) or a battery pack. The HEV is a dual-power-source vehicle since it can operate
on both gasoline and electricity. HEVs are superior for driving in urban areas since their
batteries can be recharged while braking. Driving in the city necessitates frequent starting
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and stopping of the car. Thus, HEVs are optimal for driving in urban areas. HEVs seem to be
the most cost-effective alternative for at least the next decade, as completely electric vehicles
are still in their infancy. The ICE engine and electric motor of the HEV are optimized to
reduce wasted energy and pollution. The fuel economy and performance of HEVs have
greatly increased, making them more environmentally friendly and more financially viable.
The disadvantage of the battery is its high purchase price [53]. The basic design of the
hybrid electric car is depicted in Figure 7.
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The drivetrain transfers power from the vehicle’s source (battery or engine) to the
wheels. All-electric vehicles can be powered by series hybrids, parallel hybrids, or series–
parallel hybrids. Electric motors obtain their juice from series drivetrains. A series driv-
etrain only uses the internal combustion engine to power the motor, while a parallel
drivetrain uses both the ICE and the motor to propel the vehicle. However, the series–
parallel hybrid presents drawbacks from both propulsion systems. The Prius from Toyota
is a series–parallel hybrid system. The different features of the HEV are summarizes in
Table 2.

Table 2. Analysis on several aspects of hybrid electric vehicles.

Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV)

Powertrain Combines a gasoline or diesel engine with an electric motor and battery.

Performance Offers the best performance of all EV technologies, with good
acceleration and top speed.

Cost Lowest cost of all EV technologies

Range Moderate range, with hybrid engines providing additional range.

Environmental Impact Medium environmental impact due to reducing emissions using the
hybrid engine.

Important Issue
X Power management for sources with many inputs.
X Battery pack and ICE dimensions and weight.

X Overall price and complexity.

2.3. Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)

A plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is a vehicle in which the electric motor is
driven by a battery and the internal combustion engine is powered by a different fuel, such
as gasoline or diesel. PHEVs often have larger battery packs than conventional hybrid EVs.
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With a larger battery pack, the car can be operated mostly on electricity for shorter trips.
Long-distance travels do not have to drain the battery of a plug-in hybrid EV because it
may run on liquid gasoline stored in its tank. Depending on the driving mode, the vehicle’s
on-board computer will decide when and how much fuel to use [54]. As seen in Figure 8, a
basic plug-in hybrid EV layout is depicted. Table 3 presents a comprehensive summary
of PHEV.
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Table 3. Analysis on several aspects of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles.

Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV)

Powertrain Combines a gasoline or diesel engine with an electric motor and a
larger battery that can be charged from an external power source.

Performance Offers good performance, with good acceleration, but lower top speed.

Cost Higher cost than HEVs due to the larger battery.

Range Extended range due to the larger battery and ability to charge from an
external power source.

Environmental Impact Low environmental impact due to the reduced emissions from the
hybrid engine and ability to charge from renewable energy sources.

Important Issue
X Consider the battery pack and ICE’s dimensions and weight.

X Infrastructure for charging and its effects on the grid.
X Management and controlling the power flow.

2.4. Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)

The fully electric vehicle’s only source of electricity is its battery pack. To put it another
way, EVs are more effective than HEVs at reducing greenhouse gas emissions and thereby
combating global warming. EVs have a regenerative braking system that converts the
kinetic energy created as the vehicle slows down back into electrical energy that can be
stored in the battery. Therefore, EVs are preferable for city driving because of all the
frequent stops and starts, which allow the vehicle to recuperate part of the kinetic energy it
expends [55]. The fundamental layout of a battery-powered vehicle is depicted in Figure 9.
The results of the study of BEV observation are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Analysis on several aspects of battery electric vehicles.

Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV)

Powertrain Offers good acceleration and top speed, but limited
range and high cost.

Performance Offers good acceleration and top speed, but limited
range and high cost.

Cost Highest cost of all EV technologies due to the large
battery and limited range.

Range Limited range due to the large battery and limited
charging infrastructure.

Environmental Impact Low environmental impact due to the reduced
emissions from the electric motor.

Important Issue
X Battery pack dimensions and weight.

X Performance of the vehicle.
X Stationary battery-charging infrastructure.

2.5. Comparative Analysis of Different Electric Vehicle Technologies

EV technology has rapidly evolved since its first iteration in the late 19th century. The
current market offers a wide variety of technologies, ranging from traditional ICE to the
more modern hybrid electric, plug-in hybrid electric, and battery EV systems, and fuel cell
electric vehicles [56]. An overall comparative analysis of each type of EV with its advantage
and disadvantage is illustrated in Table 5.

Overall, each type of EV technology has its own advantages and disadvantages, and it
is up to the consumer to decide which type best suits their needs. Ultimately, the best EV
for any given situation will depend on the individual user’s budget, goals, and lifestyle.
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Table 5. Comparative analysis of different electric vehicle technologies.

Technology Description Pros Cons

Hybrid Electric Vehicles
(HEVs)

Features a combination of a
conventional gasoline engine with an

electric motor and battery.

• More efficient than
gasoline engines.

• Low emissions.
• Low fuel costs.

• Reduced battery range.
• High manufacturing costs.

Plug-in Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (PHEVs)

Combines a traditional internal
combustion engine with an electric

motor and battery, with the ability to
charge the battery from a wall outlet.

• Longer battery range.
• Low emissions.
• Low fuel costs.
• Rechargeable.

• Reduced battery range.
• High manufacturing costs.
• Limited charging

infrastructure.

Battery Electric Vehicles
(BEVs)

BEVs are powered solely by electricity
stored in rechargeable batteries.

• Zero emissions.
• Low fuel costs.
• Long battery range.
• Rechargeable.

• High manufacturing costs.
• Limited charging

infrastructure.

Fuel Cell Electric
Vehicles (FCEVs)

FCEVs are powered by electric
motors that are fueled by a reaction

between hydrogen and oxygen.

• High efficiency.
• Extended range.
• No emissions.

• Expensive.
• Limited availability of

fuelling stations.

3. EV Battery Chargers and Their Architectures

Electric vehicles (EVs) consist of two primary components: the battery and the charg-
ing topology. There are two main categories of EV charging facilities: on-board charging
and off-board charging. EV battery chargers can be further categorized based on their
power flow designs, which can be either unidirectional or bidirectional [56]. Additionally,
these chargers can be classified as either on-board or off-board. The initial approach of
employing unidirectional charging is logical due to its ability to eliminate hardware re-
quirements, streamline connection considerations, and mitigate battery degradation. The
ability of a bidirectional charging system to deliver stable power relies on its efficient power
conversion, ability to charge from the grid, and capability to inject battery energy back into
the grid. High power cannot be provided by typical on-board chargers due to restrictions in
weight, space, and price. One potential solution to mitigate these challenges is to integrate
an electric drive system in conjunction with the existing components [57,58]. Figure 10
depicts the schematic representation of the on-board and off-board charging infrastructure
for EVs.

Additionally, EV chargers can be categorized according to the energy source, charger
installation, charging level, and cable types. Figure 11 depicts the diverse architectures of
EV battery chargers, categorized based on their distinct characteristics [59].

3.1. Based on Power Flow

The EV charger can be either unidirectional or bidirectional, depending on the direction
of the power flow. Unidirectional chargers are used for charging EVs, and bidirectional
chargers are used for both charging and discharging. Bidirectional chargers can be used for
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) applications, where electricity stored in the EV battery is used to feed
power back into the grid [60].

Unidirectional Charger: The most popular type of EV charger is a unidirectional
charger. In one-way charging, electricity is supplied from the grid to the EV and does not
flow back. Most EV drivers have experience with this type of charger. In unidirectional
charging, electricity is supplied solely from the grid to the EV. In most cases, the unidirec-
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tional charger is used for home charging and public charging stations since it is easy to
implement and inexpensive to maintain.
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Bidirectional Charger: The bidirectional EV charger is a newer type of EV charger
that facilitates two-way electricity flow. This means that an EV can be used to charge up
from the grid and then discharge the energy back into the grid later when it is no longer
needed. Both the EV and the grid can benefit from a bidirectional charger’s ability to
send and receive power. A bidirectional charger can serve as a backup power source in
the event of an outage or be used for charging at home. There are several advantages
to bidirectional charging over traditional unidirectional charging, including improved
efficiency and dependability in terms of both energy use and business operations. However,
there are also drawbacks to bidirectional EV charging, including a large initial investment,
incompatibility with EVs, and obstacles posed by regulators. When compared to the
conventional one-way EV charger, the bidirectional charger has many advantages. But
before broad use of bidirectional EV charging can occur, there are various obstacles that
must be overcome.
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Table 6 presents a comparative analysis of unidirectional and bidirectional charg-
ers. This comparative analysis offers a concise examination of the differences between
unidirectional and bidirectional chargers.

Table 6. Comparative analysis of on unidirectional and bidirectional chargers.

Power Flow Power Level Cost Pros Cons

Unidirectional
Charger

One-way electric
energy flow

(basically, battery
charging only).

Level 1, Level
2, Level 3. Lower cost.

q Less circuit
complexity.

q Compact size and
less volume.

q High reliability.
q Long battery life.

q G2V function does not
support the smart grid
function.

q Conduction loss in the
diode bridge rectifier in
PFC converter.

q V2G techniques are not
possible.

Bidirectional
Charger

Two-way
electrical energy

flow and
communication.

Expected only
for Level 2. High cost.

q Low harmonics in
input supply.

q Enables G2V, V2G,
V2L, and V2V.

q Negative impact on the
charger power density.

q Battery life is low; frequent
charging and discharging
cycles.

q Circuit complexity and
reliability problem.

q Volume of the charger
becomes larger.

3.2. Based on the Charger Installation

The charger for on-board charging is situated internally within the EV. In the case of
off-board charging for EVs, the charger is positioned at a designated location to facilitate
the connection and power transfer between the EV and the charger. The on-board charging
method is typically characterized by a slower charging rate, while the off-board charging
method is known for its faster charging capabilities. The inclusion of fast chargers as an
on-board option for EVs is restricted due to the increased cost of electrical components
necessary for energy conversion, which subsequently raises the overall price of the EV.
Nevertheless, the cost of high-power electronics in EVs and the requirement to enhance the
car’s charger capacity pose limitations on the ability of on-board chargers to deliver rapid
EV charging. In order to facilitate rapid recharging for EVs, a high-DC-power off-board
charger is employed [61].

3.2.1. On-Board Charger

The battery of an EV has the capability to be recharged while still on the vehicle
itself by establishing a connection to an external power source, such as a wall outlet. In
this technology, the battery is commonly charged utilizing either direct current (DC) or
alternating current (AC). In addition to home charging and recharging stations, it serves as
a primary method for recharging an EV. On-board charging is a common practice for EVs
in public parking lots and on roads equipped with charging infrastructure. EV batteries are
charged through the utilization of on-board chargers. Each type of product/device/system,
varying in size and power output, possesses its own unique set of advantages and disad-
vantages [62]. There are three primary types of on-board chargers that are commonly used:
bidirectional chargers, AC chargers, and DC chargers.

• AC Chargers: The AC charger is typically the most expensive and time-consuming
type of on-board charger. They can only charge vehicles with a certain amount of
capacity because they have a limited power output. On the plus side, AC chargers can
be used with almost any kind of vehicle and are adaptable.

• DC Chargers: Compared to AC chargers, DC chargers are significantly less expensive
and typically offer quicker charging times. They can charge cars with larger batteries
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because they are typically more powerful. They are not adaptable, however, and they
might not work with all kinds of vehicles.

• Bidirectional Chargers: The most cutting-edge on-board charger, offering the highest
power output and charging speed, are bidirectional chargers. The most versatile kind
of charger, they can charge stationary batteries as well as EVs. However, they are also
the costliest and most maintenance-intensive type of charger.

In order to enhance the efficiency of on-board charging systems, researchers have de-
vised multiple applications for on-board charging. On-board charging technology enables
EVs to replenish their battery power while in motion. By leveraging this technology, the
range of EVs can be extended, thereby eliminating the need for frequent charging stops.
The system operates by converting the kinetic energy generated by the vehicle’s movement
into electrical energy. This electrical energy is subsequently stored in the vehicle’s battery
with the assistance of an on-board charger. The increasing popularity of this technology
can be attributed to its ability to allow EVs to travel long distances without the need for
frequent charging stops.

Limitations of On-Board Chargers:

• Restricted Input Power: On-board chargers are normally limited to a maximum of
20A or 40 A, depending on the size of the car. This suggests that the charger can only
receive a certain amount of power from the wall outlet. Due of this, charging the car
quickly may be difficult, especially if you are using a low-amp outlet.

• Limited Charging Speed: On-board chargers can only charge at a maximum rate of
6–8 kW, depending on the model. This means that it can take some time for the car to
finish charging, especially if you are using a sluggish outlet.

• Limited Compatibility: On-board chargers often only work with specific car types,
which makes them a bad choice if you want to charge a variety of cars.

• Size Restriction: On-board chargers can be substantial and take up a lot of space in a
vehicle’s trunk. This can be a problem if your storage capacity is limited.

• Heat Generation: As the battery is being charged, on-board chargers may generate
heat, which could hurt the battery and reduce its effectiveness.

3.2.2. Off-Board Charger

Off-board charging technology, a type of EV charging technology, enables electric
automobiles to be charged remotely from the vehicle. The technology that is widely used in
public charging stations allows EVs to be charged while parked in a public area. Off-board
charging technology allows EVs to be charged inside of private residences when parked in
a garage or driveway. Off-board charging technology frequently uses an AC or DC power
supply, depending on the sort. Off-board charging systems are frequently more efficient
than on-board charging systems, despite being able to power multiple vehicles at once and
enabling shorter charging times [63].

Limitations of Off-Board Chargers:

• Limited Range: The length of the power cord determines how far an off-board charger
can travel. This may make it challenging to charge vehicles in locations far from a
power source.

• Cost: Because off-board chargers need specialized hardware and installation, they can
be pricey.

• Limited Availability: Off-board chargers may not always be accessible in all areas, and,
in some places, the infrastructure required to use them may not be present.

• Installation: Setting up an off-board charger can be time- and labor-intensive.
• Risk of Overcharging: There is a chance that the off-board charger will overcharge the

battery, which could result in damage.
• Safety: Compared to on-board chargers, off-board chargers present a greater risk of

shock or electrocution.
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A comparative analysis of on-board chargers and off-board chargers is shown in
Table 7. This table shows a critical analysis between both types of chargers and helps to
select the best charger for EVs.

Table 7. Comparative analysis of on-board chargers and off-board chargers.

On-Board Charger Off-Board Charger

Installation Easier to install. More complicated to install.

Cost Less expensive. More expensive.

Space Less. More.

Efficiency Lower. Higher.

Maintenance Less. More.

Pros:

• It is easy to install and maintain.
• It is more secure, since it is embedded within

the vehicle.
• It is convenient and does not require any

external cords or cables.
• It is typically more cost-effective than an

off-board charger.

• It is more versatile, as it can charge multiple
batteries at the same time.

• It is more portable, as it can be moved and used
anywhere.

• It is typically more powerful than an on-board
charger, allowing for faster charge times.

Cons:

• It may be difficult to access or replace if any
problems arise.

• It is not as versatile as an off-board charger,
as it can only charge one battery at a time.

• It is more expensive than an on-board charger.
• It is less secure, as it is not embedded within the

vehicle.
• It requires external cords or cables, which can be

inconvenient.

3.3. Based on the Level of Charging

EV chargers can be classified into three distinct categories based on the power they
provide. These categories are referred to as Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. EV charging
is typically performed in a garage during overnight hours by connecting the vehicle to
a standard household outlet and utilizing a Level 1 charger, which operates at a slower
charging rate. Level 2 charging, which necessitates a 240-volt outlet, is frequently regarded
as the prevailing approach for both private and public facilities. The various charging
stations are based on charging power level listed in Table 4. In public and commercial
applications, such as gas stations that utilize Level 3 and DC rapid charging, it is customary
to develop three-phase solutions. Public Level 2 and Level 3 chargers are available in
various establishments, including gas stations, parking garages, malls, hotels, rest stops,
movie theatres, and restaurants. One potential solution to mitigate the issue of decreased
range is the establishment of public charging stations. Table 8 presents a comprehensive
analysis of the different charging levels, highlighting their specific characteristics and
features. This breakdown simplifies the process for users to determine the optimal charging
intensity based on specific conditions [64].

Table 8. Charging station classification based on charging power level.

Category Charger Charging Power Level Charging
Station Type

Charging
Speed

Charging
Duration Capacity Features Price

Level 1 Single port
charger 120 V (AC)—15 Amps 120 V 2–5 Miles 8–10 Hours Low Standard

features Low

Level 2 Multi-port
charger 208–240 V (AC)—30 Amps 240 V 10–20 Miles 3–4 Hours Medium Enhanced

features Medium

Level 3 Fast
charger 480 V (DC)—90 Amps DC Fast

Charger 40–60 Miles 30 Mins High Automation
features High
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3.4. Based on Energy Source

According to the energy source that is available, EV chargers can be split into two
categories: AC chargers and DC chargers. Alternating current electricity is used to power
AC chargers, which are frequently found in homes. DC chargers, on the other hand, are
more common in public places and are powered by direct current [65].

AC charging: For electric vehicles, AC charging is the most common type of charging.
In order to facilitate AC charging, it is imperative that the energy derived from an AC
power source undergoes conversion to DC prior to its transmission to the vehicle’s battery
pack. The charging process using this particular method is generally characterized by a
slower pace compared to DC charging, and it takes approximately 4 to 8 h to achieve a full
charge. Typically, AC charging is accomplished through the utilization of either a standard
wall outlet or a specialized charging station. However, Table 9 explores further the specific
benefits and drawbacks of this method.

Table 9. Critical analysis of benefits and drawbacks of AC charging.

AC Charging

Pros: Cons:

• Less Costly: Compared to DC charging, AC charging is
much less expensive because it calls for less sophisticated
installation and technology.

• Slower: AC charging takes a lot longer to charge than DC
charging.

• Widespread: It is widely available because AC charging
may be carried out with any standard wall outlet.

• Limited Range: Slow AC charging times may limit the
range of an EV.

• Easy to Use: There are no special tools needed to use AC
charging, which is simple to accomplish.

• Grid Restrictions: AC charging relies on the community’s
electrical grid, which may have stability issues.

DC charging: Electric car recharging using DC charging is a relatively recent technique.
Power from a DC power source needs to be taken and supplied directly to the vehicle’s
battery pack for DC charging to work. This technique of charging is far quicker than the
standard AC method, taking only 15 min to 1 h to fully charge a battery. Typically, DC
charging is facilitated through the utilization of a specialized station. The benefits and
drawbacks of DC charging are analyzed critically in Table 10.

Table 10. Critical analysis of benefits and drawbacks of DC charging.

DC Charging

Pros: Cons:

• Faster: DC charging completes a charge far more quickly
than AC charging.

• Expensive: Due to the more complex equipment and
installation requirements, DC charging is more expensive
than AC charging.

• Wider range: EVs may be able to go further due to quicker
DC charging periods.

• Accessibility Restrictions: Compared to AC charging
outlets, DC charging stations are less widely available.

• Appropriate: Users can usually find DC charging stations
in convenient settings including shopping malls, gas
stations, and rest areas.

• Compatibility Restrictions: In comparison to AC charging,
DC charging connectors and standards are less
standardized.
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3.5. Based on Connector Type

The infrastructure required for EV charging must include EV charging connectors,
sockets, and plugs. Certain hardware is needed to facilitate recharging at EV charging
stations. There is a wide variety of plugs and sockets used to recharge the batteries of EVs,
and these vary depending on the charging station, country, and manufacturer of the EV. As
a result, it is crucial to have a complete understanding of the many connector socket types
that are offered globally. EV connections can be split into two categories: AC connections
and DC connectors. This classification is based on the type of charging station that is
provided and the requirements for the power supply [66]. The numerous EV connector
types used by various nations are represented in Table 11.

Table 11. Different types of connectors used in EV application throughout world.

Type of Connector North America China Japan EU All Market except EU India
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3.6. Different Phase of Charger

Electric vehicle charging equipment can be either single-phase or three-phase and can
provide either unidirectional or bidirectional power flow. Three-phase chargers are utilized
in public EV charging stations for faster charging while single-phase chargers are typically
used for indoor or residential charging applications [67].

Single-Phase Charger: The most common type of chargers used in EVs are single-
phase chargers. They have emerged as the preferred option for domestic charging because
of their low cost and ubiquitous availability, making them the most economical option.
Single-phase chargers allow for the slow-motion charging of EVs at a rate of up to 7 kW.
Because it enables the battery to fully charge before morning, this charging technique is
ideal for overnight use. The benefits and drawbacks of Single-Phase Charger are analyzed
critically in Table 12.

Three-Phase Charger: The optimization of the charging output in EVs can be achieved
through the utilization of a three-phase charger, which has the potential to deliver a
maximum power of 22 kW. Compared to their single-phase counterparts, three-phase
chargers are relatively costlier and necessitate a power source that has three phases. The
expeditious charging capabilities of said charging stations are widely acknowledged, as
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they possess the capacity to fully charge an EV within a concise timeframe. Table 13
presents a critical review of the benefits and drawbacks of Three-Phase Charger.

Table 12. Critical analysis of benefits and drawbacks of Single-Phase Charger.

Single-Phase Charger

Pros: Cons:

• Less wire is needed compared to three-phase chargers,
making installation easier.

• Comparable in price to three-phase chargers.
• As most residences only have single-phase power, it is

more compatible with the current infrastructure.
• Ideal for low-power charging requirements.

• Time: Three-phase chargers charge faster than
single-phase chargers. Hence, it is not appropriate for
quicker charging speeds.

• Safety: If improperly placed, single-phase chargers might
be hazardous to operate.

Table 13. Critical analysis of benefits and drawbacks of three-phase charger.

Three-Phase Charger

Pros Cons

• Faster than single-phase chargers at recharging EVs.
• Since the current is distributed throughout the three

phases, there is less chance of overloading the circuit.
• Can simultaneously charge several vehicles.
• More effective than chargers that operate in one phase.

• Cost: Chargers that operate in three phases are more
expensive than those that operate in one phase.

• Installation: Three-phase chargers require extra wire,
which makes them more challenging to install.

4. Charging Method

Efficiently charging a battery necessitates the utilization of an appropriate battery, an
optimal charging architecture, and a suitable charging method. The objective of the method
is to reduce charging durations while maintaining battery lifetime and performance, while
also ensuring compliance with the battery’s established safe operating parameters [68].
This section presents a concise overview of the prevailing charging techniques that are
widely adopted.

4.1. Constant Current (CC) Charging Method

The constant current (CC) charging method, as depicted in Figure 12, is a widely used
and uncomplicated conventional charging technique. It ensures that the battery is charged
at a consistent low C-rate throughout the entire charging cycle. Once a certain threshold is
reached, the credit card will cease to be charged. The following method is widely used for
charging NiCd, NiMH, and Li-ion batteries.

The charging current rate plays a crucial role in determining the overall performance of
the battery in this process. The optimal charging current for a CC is a challenging aspect to
determine as it needs to strike a balance between minimizing charging time and optimizing
energy utilization. While a higher charging current facilitates a rapid recharge of the battery,
it concurrently expedites the process of battery degradation. The high-capacity utilization
achieved by the low charging current is counterbalanced by the inconvenience it poses for
EV applications due to the extended charging durations [69].
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4.2. Constant Voltage (CV) Charging Method

The constant voltage (CV) charging method is a straightforward option that involves
maintaining a consistent voltage during the battery-charging process. One of the main
advantages of employing CV charging over CC charging is its ability to mitigate the
detrimental effects of overcharging, which can lead to a reduction in battery lifespan.
The provided figure illustrates the gradual decrease in the battery-charging current over
time until it reaches a predetermined threshold value, as observed when employing this
particular charging method. Figure 13 shows the structure of a typical CV charging method.
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High current rates during early charging are required to keep the terminal voltage
under control. However, rapid charging leads to lattice breakdown and heat loss. One
of the most challenging aspects of charging a CV is finding the correct voltage to strike a
balance between charging speed, electrolyte degradation, and battery capacity. Quick CV
charging speeds up the process but reduces battery life. When a battery is low in its state of
charge, the charging current can overshoot the safe limit. When a large amount of battery
current flows through it, the lattice frame collapses, causing the active material at the poles
to break apart [70].
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4.3. Constant Current–Constant Voltage (CC–CV) Method

The constant current–constant voltage (CC–CV) charging method is an integrated
strategy that combines elements from both aforementioned approaches. The charging
process begins with CC charging during the initial phase. The procedure switches to CV
charging when the voltage exceeds the highest safe threshold value. When either the
charging current stops rising or the battery reaches its maximum charge, the charging
procedure is deemed to be finished. The CV mode has a significant impact on capacity
utilization, but the CC mode has a significant impact on charging time. The diagram
presented in Figure 14 illustrates the configuration of a CC–CV charging method.
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Charging with a CC–CV charger minimizes battery drain, optimizes power delivery,
and safeguards against overcharging in the CV stage. The careful management of CV stages
is necessary for preventing the overcharging and overheating of the battery. Charging
times could be reduced by increasing the charge current during the CC phase. Lithium
plating at the end of the CC stage is a side effect of this, as is the rise in IR losses. There
are several issues with this pricing strategy. When charging quickly, the anode potential
drops and energy is wasted. This leads to both excessive and inadequate billing. There
is a correlation between Li plating and a decline in battery life and charging efficiency.
Overcharging causes permanent damage to the battery, while undercharging significantly
diminishes its ability to store energy. When the charging current is high, more heat is lost
during the constant current phase, leading to a higher temperature [71].

4.4. Multistage Constant Current (MCC) Method

The multistage constant current (MCC) charging process comprises several constant
current stages, wherein the current gradually decreases until the terminal voltage reaches
a predetermined limit. The battery will undergo charging until it attains its maximum
capacity. The MCC technique is demonstrable, as shown in Figure 15.

The MCC charging method is designed to be compatible with a variety of battery
types, including lead-acid, NiMH, and Li-ion batteries. When comparing the starting
currents of both charging methods, it can be observed that the MCC charging process will
require a slightly longer duration [72].
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4.5. Pulse Charging (PC) Method

Pulse charging (PC) for rechargeable batteries did not become widely used in industry
until the 1970s. Pulse charging uses a series of high-current pulses to charge a battery.
Periods of inactivity are typically interspersed between pulses to give the battery time
to recharge before the next pulse is sent. The battery is charged using periodic pulses of
current; during this time, the battery converts the electric energy into chemical energy
and the chemicals on the plates redistribute themselves equally, improving the charge’s
efficiency [73]. The schematic for a pulse charging system is depicted in Figure 16.
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The following are typical steps in the pulse charging process:

• Pulse Phase: The battery is subjected to a short (milliseconds to seconds) high-current
pulse. The normal current used to charge the battery is far less than the pulse current.

• Rest Phase: After each pulse, the battery is given a rest and the charging current
is stopped. During this time, sulphate crystals dissolve and chemical processes
take place.

• Repeated Cycle: Multiple cycles of pulse and rest may be required, depending on
battery life and the extent of rejuvenation.

Pulse charging can be performed either manually using dedicated chargers or auto-
matically through the utilization of battery management systems. The regulation of pulse
frequency, duration, and amplitude is typically implemented to ensure optimal outcomes
while avoiding any potential harm to the battery.
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4.6. Trickle Charging (TC) Method

The standard method of charging involves subjecting a battery to a very low steady
current for an extended period of time (known as a “trickle charge”) before stopping and
allowing the battery to reach full capacity. The design of constant current trickle chargers
is relatively straightforward and low-cost. They are not considered to be state-of-the-art
chargers because they require manual intervention from the user at both the beginning
and the end of the charging process. In certain cases, constant current trickle chargers are
designed for use with only one type of rechargeable battery. Although some rechargeable
batteries are inherently incompatible with each other, others allow the user to customize the
charging profile to work with their specific battery [74]. There is no way to obtain feedback
based on these vital battery characteristics. As a result, they face the risk of overcharging
the battery and possible dendrite formation. Figure 17 depicts a common trickle charging
method structure.
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4.7. Comparison of Different Charging Methods

Each charging method has its own set of advantages and limitations. Prior to imple-
menting the charging techniques, it is crucial to familiarize oneself with their features and
conduct an analysis of their effectiveness within the system [75]. Features, benefits, and
drawbacks of each type of battery charger are summarized in Table 14.

Table 14. Comparison between different charging methods.

Charging Method Crucial Factors Advantage Disadvantage

Constant Current (CC) Changing current rate. Easily adaptable. Capacity utilization is low.

Constant Voltage (CV) Changing voltage rate. Easily adaptable. Responsible for the battery’s
lattice collapsing.

CC–CV CC mode current rate modification.
CV mode voltage rate modification.

Utilization of capacity is high.
Consistent terminal voltage.

Balancing the charging rate,
energy loss, and temperature

change is difficult.

MCC The total number of CC stages.
Current level at every stage of charging.

Quick charging and simple
implementation.

The challenge lies in achieving
a balance between charging

speed, capacity utilization, and
battery lifetime.

Pulse Charging Sequence of high-current-pulse
operating mode.

Minimize energy loss, and
reduce the risk of

overcharging.

More expensive, and require
specialized equipment

Trickle Charging Constant current charging. Maintaining a healthy
battery; convenience.

Can lead to overheating and
risk of fire; expensive.
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5. Classification of EV Charging Infrastructures

The process of establishing infrastructure to accommodate electric vehicle (EV) charg-
ing involves the deployment of charging stations and the installation of requisite equipment
to enable the charging of diverse EV models, such as buses, trucks, and similar modes
of transportation. The system comprises a diverse range of tools, encompassing outlets,
charging stations, and mechanisms for monitoring the charging process [76]. The presence
of this infrastructure is of the utmost importance in facilitating long-distance travel for EVs
and encouraging their extensive usage. The presence of charging infrastructure is crucial for
ensuring safety and reliability, as it facilitates the charging of vehicles. The categorization
of charging infrastructures is based on the network’s availability and reliability. It can be
classified into three distinct categories: utility, off-grid, and hybrid-based. In addition, EV
charging infrastructures can be categorized into AC, DC, or a combination of both, based
on the specific power supply needed [77].

5.1. Utility-Grid-Connected-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

The establishment of charging infrastructure for EVs, both within and outside the
vehicle, is a paramount consideration. The grid-connected charging station architecture
offers two viable solutions: alternating-current- and direct-current-based systems. In the
initial design, every load is linked to the AC bus through an individual AC/DC stage. This
stage is integrated into the secondary side of the step-down transformer. The alternative
design incorporates a single AC/DC stage to provide a unified DC bus service to the
entire system load. The utilization of a standard AC bus is one potential approach for
designing a charging station. Every charging module is furnished with an individual
stage rectifier, which is linked to the secondary AC coupling point via a dedicated AC
bus. Several charging units are equipped with individual rectifiers. Consequently, if
the operational power factor falls below an acceptable threshold, it has the potential to
generate detrimental harmonic effects on the power grid [78]. The integration of renewable
systems such as photovoltaic (PV) panels, fuel cells, and energy storage systems (ESS) that
produce direct current electricity requires an augmentation in the deployment of conversion
mechanisms within the power grid. Figure 18 illustrates the grid-connected AC and DC bus
infrastructure for EV charging, which serves as an alternative design for recharging EVs
while possessing the capability to generate substantial power. Given that renewable energy
sources (RES) and energy storage devices primarily operate on direct current, the DC bus
presents an opportunity to efficiently supply power to multiple charging units, thereby
establishing a versatile infrastructure. The DC bus charging station exhibits a reduced
number of energy conversion processes in comparison to an AC bus charging station [79].
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5.2. Off-Grid-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

The off-grid EV charging infrastructure utilizes renewable energy sources such as solar
or wind power to operate its charging stations, rather than depending on electricity from
the grid. The utilization of these stations for charging EVs offers a more environmentally
friendly alternative compared to the use of standard outlets. Electricity derived from
renewable energy sources is characterized by the absence of direct carbon dioxide or other
air pollution emissions. Consequently, these sources have the potential to contribute to
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector. Off-grid charging
stations offer a dependable and cost-efficient charging solution that remains unaffected by
power outages, blackouts, or any other grid-related issues. Moreover, these infrastructures
have the potential to facilitate the expansion of renewable energy sources and alleviate the
negative environmental impacts associated with EVs [80].

5.3. Microgrid-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

The infrastructure for charging EVs on microgrids creates a link between EVs, re-
newable energy sources, and the main power grid. The system is an intelligent and
decentralized grid. The infrastructure is specifically engineered to charge EVs rapidly,
economically, and efficiently by utilizing renewable energy sources like solar and wind
power. There are numerous advantages associated with this technology, including but
not limited to the mitigation of carbon emissions, the reduction of electricity expenses,
the provision of a dependable power supply in the event of a large-scale grid failure, and
the seamless integration of EVs into the energy infrastructure. The infrastructure not only
aims to optimize the utilization of renewable energy sources but also serves to safeguard
against fluctuations in energy demand and mitigate the risk of power grid overload by
effectively managing electricity consumption [81,82]. This solution offers a secure method
for charging EVs in regions with limited access to public charging infrastructure.

The main components of a microgrid-based EV charging infrastructure are as follows:

• Microgrid Controller: The microgrid controller assumes a critical function in the regula-
tion of power distribution between the microgrid and the electric vehicle (EV) charging
station. The system incorporates algorithms that are responsible for regulating voltage
and current, while also optimizing power flow.

• EV Chargers: The microgrid-connected charging stations are designed to facilitate
the charging of EVs. The package contains essential electrical components, including
cables, connectors, and power converters.
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• Battery Storage: The battery storage device serves the purpose of temporarily storing
the energy produced by the microgrid. The necessary components such as batteries
and controllers are provided.

• Renewable Energy: Several renewable power sources have the capability to provide
electricity to the microgrid.

• Power Management System: By leveraging this advanced technology, the microgrid
has the capability to autonomously regulate its power consumption. The integrated
algorithms enable the management of power flow to both EV chargers and the battery
storage system.

• Communication System: The communication system of the microgrid facilitates con-
nectivity with various devices, including EV charging stations and energy storage
units. The inclusion of protocols for the transmission and management of data is a
fundamental aspect.

There are two types of microgrid-based EV charging systems: AC microgrid and DC
microgrid. Its future classification is based on grid availability. Figure 19 shows the division
of microgrids into various categories.
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5.3.1. DC-Microgrid-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

The utilization of a DC-microgrid-based EV charging infrastructure enables the rapid
and cost-effective charging of multiple EVs. The EV charging systems mentioned are consid-
ered superior to traditional AC charging methods due to their utilization of direct current
technology. Owners of EVs can exert more control over the charging process with the help
of DC microgrids, and they can also obtain more detailed information about their energy
usage. The ability to connect to renewable energy sources such as solar and wind power
enables the enhanced efficiency in their utilization. The devices can be easily retrofitted into
pre-existing setups by connecting them to the larger electrical grid. DC-microgrid-based
EV charging stations are highly suitable for installation in both urban and rural areas
owing to their compact dimensions and exceptional efficiency [83,84]. Figure 20a,b depicts
a standard DC microgrid configuration, showcasing both grid-connected and non-grid-
connected structures, respectively. This setup utilizes various energy sources, such as solar
power, wind power, diesel generators, and fuel cells, along with energy storage devices.
The purpose of this arrangement is to establish an efficient charging infrastructure.
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5.3.2. AC-Microgrid-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

The AC-microgrid-based EV charging infrastructure represents an enhanced iteration
of the electric charging infrastructure. It facilitates the utilization of various renewable en-
ergy sources, including solar, wind, and hydro power, to supply electricity for charging pur-
poses. The creation process involves the utilization of EVS technology. The AC-microgrid-
based EV charging infrastructure employs advanced control systems and technologies to
deliver an efficient, dependable, and affordable charging solution for e-vehicles. Individu-
als utilizing this particular charging infrastructure are granted access to an extensive array
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of charging alternatives and advantages, encompassing both residential and commercial
settings. This infrastructure has the potential to effectively mitigate e-vehicle emissions,
making it particularly suitable for areas with a restricted availability of traditional energy
sources [85]. Figure 21a,b depicts a standard AC microgrid configuration, showcasing both
non-grid-connected and grid-connected structures, respectively. This setup utilizes various
energy sources, such as solar power, wind power, diesel generators, and fuel cells, along
with energy storage devices, to establish an efficient charging infrastructure.
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5.4. Hybrid-Microgrid-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

The hybrid-microgrid-based EV charging infrastructure incorporates both DC and
AC fast-charging techniques. Moreover, the infrastructure includes charging systems that
are available to the general public, as well as those specifically designated for personal
use. Public charging stations are frequently powered by solar or wind energy and strate-
gically positioned in communal areas, such as parking lots, streets, and other publicly
accessible spaces. Private charging systems are typically powered by grid electricity or a
hybrid combination of grid and renewable energy sources. These systems are commonly
installed in residential dwellings, commercial buildings, and other private settings. The
hybrid charging infrastructure for EVs may include rapid charging systems that offer
a greater power output in comparison to traditional charging systems. Rapid charging
systems, which are commonly found at public charging stations, possess the ability to fully
charge an EV within minutes, as opposed to the significantly longer timeframe of several
hours [86]. Figure 22 depicts a standard hybrid microgrid configuration, showcasing both
grid-connected and non-grid-connected structures. This setup utilizes various energy
sources, such as solar power, wind power, diesel generators, and fuel cells, along with
energy storage devices, to establish an effective charging infrastructure.
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5.5. Analysis of Different Charging Infrastructures

The increasing adoption of EVs can be attributed to their environmental benefits when
compared to traditional gasoline-powered vehicles. However, a significant obstacle to
the widespread adoption of EVs is the limited accessibility and availability of charging
infrastructure. This section presents an analysis of various EV charging infrastructures,
including those used in public spaces, residential areas, and workplaces. This document
offers detailed explanations regarding the benefits and drawbacks of each available alterna-
tive. This paper presents a comprehensive overview of the available charging infrastructure
options for EVs and analyzes the required modifications to the infrastructure to meet
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the growing demand for EVs [87]. Finally, this article examines the benefits associated
with the utilization of renewable energy sources for the purpose of powering EV charging
infrastructure. It also explores the feasibility of implementing this approach.

5.5.1. Analysis on Standalone Charging Infrastructure

Standalone charging infrastructure, also known as off-grid charging infrastructure,
is a type of charging infrastructure that operates independently from the electrical grid.
Instead, the EV is powered by its own energy source, such as solar panels. Standalone
charging infrastructure is commonly employed in regions lacking access to the electricity
grid or experiencing unreliable electricity supply. While grid-connected infrastructure is
generally more cost-effective, this infrastructure proves to be advantageous in areas with
unreliable access to electricity. In Table 15, a brief review of the benefits and drawbacks of
off-grid charging infrastructure is presented.

Table 15. Analysis of benefits and drawbacks of off-grid-based EV charging infrastructure.

Standalone Charging Infrastructure

Advantages Disadvantages

q Economical: Compared to grid-connected
charging infrastructure, standalone
charging infrastructure is often more
economical. Both the price of electricity
and the cost of installation and
maintenance are lower.

q Limited Range: Because standalone
charging infrastructure does not connect
to the power grid, it frequently has a
limited range. This may provide a
challenge for EVs that must travel larger
distances.

q Reliable: Standalone charging
infrastructure is more dependable than
grid-connected charging infrastructure
because it is not dependent on the
electrical grid. This is particularly
advantageous in locations without
consistent electricity.

q Limited Speed: Standalone charging
infrastructure frequently has a limited
charging speed due to the absence of a
link to the electrical grid. This could be a
concern for EVs that need quick charging.

q Sustainable: Solar panels or other
renewable energy sources are frequently
used to power standalone charging
equipment. It is, thus, a more
environmentally friendly choice than
charging infrastructure that is
grid-connected.

q Restricted Availability: Because
standalone charging infrastructure is not
wired into the electrical grid, it typically
is not accessible everywhere. This might
be a problem for EVs that need to charge
in locations without special facilities for
doing so.

5.5.2. Analysis on Grid-Connected Charging Infrastructure

The term “grid-connected charging infrastructure” refers to the EV charging sys-
tem that is seamlessly integrated with the electrical grid. This charging infrastructure is
frequently employed in areas with a reliable and consistent electricity supply. The de-
ployment of grid-connected charging infrastructure offers several benefits in areas with a
reliable electricity supply, despite the potential for higher costs compared to standalone
charging systems. Table 16 provides a brief examination of the benefits and drawbacks of
grid-connected-based charging infrastructure.
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Table 16. Analysis of benefits and drawbacks of grid-connected-based EV charging infrastructure.

Grid-Connected-Based Charging Infrastructure

Advantages Disadvantages

q Broad Range: As grid-connected
charging infrastructure is linked to
the electrical grid, it often has a large
range. This is advantageous for EVs
that must drive longer distances.

q Cost: Charging infrastructure that is
connected to the grid is often more expensive
than charging equipment that is not. Both the
price of electricity and the cost of installation
and maintenance are higher.

q High Charging Speed: Because
grid-connected charging
infrastructure is connected to the
power grid, it has a fast-charging
speed. This is advantageous for EVs
that require rapid charging.

q Unreliable: In locations with inconsistent
electricity, grid-connected charging
infrastructure may be unreliable because it
depends on the power system. For EVs that
need to be charged, this may be a problem.

q Broad Availability: Because
grid-connected charging
infrastructure is linked to the
electrical grid, it is often accessible
everywhere. This is advantageous for
EVs that must charge in locations
without standalone charging
infrastructure.

q Unsustainable: Grid-connected charging
stations are frequently powered by fossil
fuels like coal or natural gas. As a result, it is
a less environmentally friendly choice than
independent charging infrastructure.

5.5.3. Analysis of Hybrid-Microgrid-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

An analysis of AC- and DC-microgrid-based EV charging infrastructure can aid
in comprehending the potential benefits and drawbacks associated with each type of
infrastructure. DC charging offers faster charging speeds and a higher power output,
enabling vehicles to be charged more quickly. On the other hand, AC charging requires
a longer duration to fully charge a vehicle. DC charging offers faster and more efficient
charging for vehicles due to its ability to deliver higher power levels and shorter charging
durations. AC charging is frequently preferred due to its simpler wiring requirements
and seamless integration into the existing electric grid infrastructure, making installation a
straightforward process. However, due to the higher power requirements, AC charging
also entails the need for additional infrastructure. In addition, it is worth noting that AC
charging may not provide the same level of power as DC charging, which can result in
reduced charging speed and effectiveness for vehicles. In contrast, the establishment of
connections and infrastructure for DC charging is more intricate, although it provides
expedited charging and enhanced power capabilities. The charging speed and efficiency
of vehicles may be enhanced. However, the implementation of DC charging requires a
significant investment in infrastructure, resulting in potential high costs. Additionally,
compatibility issues may arise with existing equipment within the electric grid. In the EV
sector, the integration of AC- and DC-microgrid-based EV charging facilities can provide
significant advantages. When selecting the infrastructure type, it is important to consider
the specific requirements of the application. DC charging is the optimal option when
there is a requirement for the rapid and efficient charging of a vehicle. Alternatively, AC
charging may be the optimal solution when the application necessitates a less intricate
cabling system and seamless integration into the existing electrical grid infrastructure.
Table 17 displays the overall benefits and drawbacks of EV charging infrastructure powered
by a hybrid microgrid.
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Table 17. Analysis of benefits and drawbacks of hybrid-microgrid based EV charging infrastructure.

Hybrid-Microgrid-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

Advantages Disadvantages

Flexibility: Microgrid-based EV charging
infrastructure that uses an AC/DC hybrid
enables both AC and DC charging. This backs
a variety of EV models and charging protocols.

Infrastructure Complexity: The
AC/DC-hybrid-microgrid-based EV charging
infrastructure includes several sources and
technologies, which could complicate the
system. Complexity may require more
troubleshooting and maintenance skills.

Better Efficiency: The hybrid microgrid
architecture increases efficiency by
incorporating renewable energy sources like
solar and wind power into the charging
infrastructure which in turn reduces the carbon
emissions.

Higher Initial Costs: The initial investment in a
hybrid microgrid architecture may be higher
due to the need for DC fast chargers, energy
storage devices, multiple energy sources, and
grid control systems.

Grid Stability: Hybrid microgrids locally
produce and store energy, reducing grid strain.
It improves grid stability by lowering peak
demand and power oscillations.

Limited Availability: Because the
AC/DC-hybrid-microgrid-based charging
infrastructure is so new, it could not be
generally accessible everywhere.

5.5.4. Analysis of Renewable-Energy-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

EV charging infrastructure based on renewable energy is a quickly developing tech-
nology that is transforming how we power our transportation networks. We can lessen our
reliance on fossil fuels and contribute to the fight against climate change by using renewable
energy sources like solar, wind, and hydro power to charge EVs. The implementation of
this technology holds promise in augmenting public health, mitigating air pollution, and
creating novel avenues for commercial enterprise. Prior to conducting an analysis of EV
charging infrastructure that utilizes renewable energy sources, it is necessary to first assess
the existing systems and technologies that are currently employed. This necessitates a
comprehensive study of the available charging options, their associated prices, and their
environmental impact. The research should also think about where the market is now and
where it could go in the future.

Table 18 displays the overall benefits and drawbacks of EV charging infrastructure
powered by renewable energy sources. The study’s goal is to evaluate the possible benefits
of using renewable energy sources at EV charging stations. This procedure considers
various factors such as potential benefits in public health, decreased carbon emissions,
enhanced economic activity, and reduced fuel consumption. The evaluation should encom-
pass factors such as increased employment opportunities, strengthened energy security, and
improved public safety. The investigation should also consider the challenges related to the
implementation of EV charging infrastructure that depends on sustainable energy sources.
This report encompasses an analysis of the technological, financial, and governmental
challenges that are hindering the widespread adoption of this technology [88]. It is crucial
to include an assessment of the influence of current public opinion and the likelihood of
political intervention [89].

Table 19 provides an explanation of the analysis conducted on EV charging infrastruc-
ture, specifically focusing on the various energy sources utilization. The assessment offers
a comprehensive overview of the current state of the technology as well as its potential
for future advancements. This information can be utilized by policymakers and other
stakeholders to make informed decisions regarding the implementation of this technology.
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Table 18. Analysis of benefits and drawbacks of renewable-energy-based EV charging infrastructure.

Renewable-Energy-Based EV Charging Infrastructure

Advantages Disadvantages

Environmental Benefits: Solar, wind, and hydro power generate
clean electricity. EV charging utilizing renewable energy can
minimize the transportation industry’s carbon footprint and
help fight climate change.

Intermittency and Variability: Renewable energy is affected by
weather and daylight hours. These factors may impair EV
charging. Energy storage, smart grids, and demand response
can reduce intermittency and guarantee EV charging with
renewable energy.

Energy Independence and Resilience: Renewable energy
sources are abundant and produced domestically, reducing
fossil fuel imports. Integrating renewable energy into EV
charging infrastructure can boost energy independence and
resilience to fossil fuel supply chain interruptions.

Infrastructure Requirements: A renewable-energy-based EV
charging infrastructure requires heavy investment in power
plants, power lines, and charging stations. Land availability,
permitting, and stakeholder co-ordination can delay and
increase the cost of renewable energy infrastructure expansion.

Cost Savings: Renewable energy has become cheaper,
approaching the level of fossil-fuel-based energy sources. When
charging EVs with renewable power, net metering and
time-of-use pricing can save users money.

Barriers to Grid Integration: Large-scale renewable energy
integration may provide technical and operational hurdles.
Grid management optimizes energy flows and system stability
when EV charging patterns do not match renewable energy
generation.

Demand Management and Grid Stability:
Renewable-energy-based EV charging infrastructure helps
stabilize and reduce demand. Scheduled or subsidized EV
charging during peak renewable energy generation optimizes
power supply and demand.

Geographic Constraints: Renewable energy sources are not
available everywhere. Due to sun, wind, and hydro power
resource availability, renewable-energy-based EV charging
infrastructure may not be viable or cost-effective in some places.

Table 19. Analysis of different charging stations proposed by different authors.

Ref.
No

Microgrid
Type

On-Board
Storage
System

Energy Sources Connected
Charging

Types
Control
Strategy

V2G or
V2V

Charging
Pros ConsNon-Renewable

Sources
Renewable

Sources

[35] DC Available Diesel generators,
utility grid

PV and
Battery

Charging
station

Co-
ordinated

control
Yes

Operating in both
islanded and

grid-connected
mode in an efficient

manner.

Variable dynamic
condition results

show several
challenges.

[90] AC Available Diesel generators,
utility grid Solar On-board Load

demand Yes
Continuous power

provided by backup
generators.

Charger
conversion

requirements.

[91] DC Not
available Utility grid Wind Off-board Energy

management Yes
High-efficiency,

bidirectional power
flow.

Dependent on
weather

condition and
grid.

[92] Hybrid Available Utility grid PV and
Wind On-board Power

control No
A charging

converter with a
high power density.

Grid stabilization
is difficult due to

demand.

[93] DC Available Utility grid Solar On-board Power flow
management Yes

System
computation time
and efficiency are
improved by the

suggested
strategies.

System efficiency
in dynamic

environments is
challenging.

[94] DC Not
available Utility grid Solar Off-board DC link

voltage No
Distribution
transformer
upgrade not

necessary.

Weakness in
system stability

due to absence of
ESU.

[95] DC Not
available

Fuel cell, utility
grid

Solar and
Wind Off-board

Genetic
algorithm

(GA)
Yes

This facilitates the
planning of EV
charging station

parking.

No experimental
validation is

available.

[96] AC Available Utility grid No Off-board
Power
control

strategies
No

Infrastructure for
fast charging is

accessible.

Increased
conversion losses

due to the AC
distribution

network.
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Table 19. Cont.

Ref.
No

Microgrid
Type

On-Board
Storage
System

Energy Sources Connected
Charging

Types
Control
Strategy

V2G or
V2V

Charging
Pros ConsNon-Renewable

Sources
Renewable

Sources

[97] DC Available Utility grid Solar Off-board
Sliding-

mode-based
control

Yes
Increases power

quality and lessens
reliance on the grid.

FLC-based
DSTATCOM
control at the
PCC can be

carried out in
efficient way.

[98] DC Not
available Utility grid PV On-board Power

control No
Flexible

infrastructure for
EV charging.

Grid overload
has an impact on

stability.

[99] DC Not
available Utility grid PV Off-board

Decentralized
fuzzy-logic-

based
controller

Yes

Provides an
uninterrupted and

reliable power
supply. V2G
topology is

supported by
overall system.

System stability
in dynamic

condition is not
explained.

[100] Hybrid Available Utility grid PV Off-board PV and DC
link power Yes

Maximizes PV
usage and boost

grid reliability with
V2G technologies.

High initial costs
and more

dependence on
RES.

[101] DC Available Utility grid PV Off-board
Time-of-use
adjustment

method
Yes

PV and ESU
improve the grid

stability and
efficiency of

charging station.

High cost of
implementation

and more
complex.

6. Energy Management and Control Techniques for EV Systems

By utilizing a variety of power sources and storage facilities, it is possible to build
a system that can charge electric vehicles (EVs) while mitigating the consequences of the
intermittent nature of the renewable energy supply. Therefore, suitable hybrid power
system control and energy management strategies are crucial to enhance the charging
system’s stability, dependability, and load scheduling. Planning an EV charging station
in this location presents several obstacles. A wide range of EV chargers are compatible
with AC and DC charging stations. At EV charging stations, it is crucial but challenging
to manage the infrastructure and electricity [102,103]. Whether it is grid-connected or
standalone, the charging station is built to operate dependably as a microgrid in a range of
situations (in the case of a grid outage). By optimizing EMS performance during system
development, we can cut costs across the board for both systems. In order to improve
the charging system’s voltage stability and get the most out of RES, this study examines
energy management and control strategies [104]. This study evaluates the current state of
the art in energy management and control strategies applicable to EVs and the associated
charging infrastructure.

6.1. Energy Management Strategies for EV Charging Systems

Energy management strategies (EMSs) have a crucial role in multi-energy system
applications as they are responsible for controlling the power delivery to powertrains.
This control directly impacts the performance, efficiency, and longevity of the vehicle.
The primary objective of energy management techniques in EV charging systems is to
optimize the utilization of available energy resources, facilitate efficient charging oper-
ations, and facilitate the seamless integration with the power grid [105]. The following
section presents a compilation of prevalent energy management techniques employed in
EV charging systems:

Demand Response (DR): Demand response systems enable the synchronized charging
of EVs in accordance with the requirements of the electrical grid and the amount of electric-
ity being utilized. Charging can be effectively managed through various methods, such
as implementing scheduled charges during off-peak hours or adjusting charging patterns
based on signals received from the grid operator. Utilizing this approach during non-
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peak periods enables users to leverage reduced electricity expenses while simultaneously
contributing to grid stability.

By 2050, the IEA estimates that demand response strategies will have successfully
shifted as much as 15% of the annual average power demand. The term “demand response”
refers to a broad category of measures taken to lower electricity demand (peak demand)
and prevent a blackout. Utility providers and industrial and household customers alike
will need to take part.

q Smart meters and smart grids can help utilities track consumption and identify
peak demand.

q Consumers can reduce peak demand by turning off lights, air conditioning, and other
superfluous electrical products and machinery.

When compared to building more generation capacity to handle demand spikes,
demand response is a more cost-effective option. The International Energy Agency (IEA)
suggests implementing new business models and setting standards for the degree of
controllability of equipment and appliances in order to lower demand.

Time-of-Use (TOU) Pricing: The time-of-use (TOU) pricing model provides different
electricity costs at different times of the day. Customers are advised to utilize charging
stations for their EVs during periods of the day characterized by reduced electricity demand.
This is because charging stations can take advantage of lower rates offered during off-peak
hours. The proposed plan aims to mitigate the peak load on the system and enhance energy
efficiency simultaneously.

Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) Integration: Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology facilitates the
exchange of power in both directions between EVs and the power grid. Consequently,
the energy that is stored within the batteries of EVs can be harnessed for the purpose of
supplying power to adjacent residential and commercial establishments. The electrical
energy stored in the battery of an EV can be utilized for non-vehicular applications, such as
providing power to residential or commercial buildings, or even feeding it back into the
grid during periods of high demand. In both scenarios, this facilitates grid maintenance
and promotes the integration of renewable energy sources.

Smart Charging Algorithms: Smart charging algorithms are designed to optimize the
charging process by considering various factors. These factors include the cost of electricity,
the demand on the grid, and the preferences of the user. To achieve energy optimization,
cost reduction, and grid stability preservation, the algorithms have the potential to modify
the charge rate, introduce charging delays, or prioritize charging for vehicles.

Grid Integration and Load Management: The integration of EV charging infrastructure
with grid management systems enables the monitoring and control of the charging demand
for EVs. Load management techniques are employed to ensure the even distribution of
the charging load among the available charging stations while adhering to the capacity
limitations of the grid. This is crucial for maintaining optimal charging efficiency and
preventing the overloading of the grid.

Renewable Energy Integration: The compatibility of EV charging infrastructure with
various renewable energy sources, such as solar or wind power, can be achieved. The tech-
nologies mentioned above have the capability to effectively prioritize the charging process
during periods characterized by significant levels of generation from renewable energy
sources. By optimizing the utilization of renewable energy sources, we can effectively
decrease our dependence on the power grid. This approach enables us to maximize the ben-
efits of renewable energy while minimizing our reliance on conventional energy sources.

Energy Storage Integration: The utilization of energy storage devices in EV charging
enhances the adaptability and stability of the grid. Energy storage systems hold great
potential in their capacity to store excess renewable energy or grid electricity during
periods of low demand. This stored energy can then be discharged during times of peak
demand or utilized for charging the EVs. By implementing enhanced control over the
electrical current, this feature is expected to alleviate the strain on the system and enhance
overall efficiency.
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Predictive and Adaptive Charging: Predictive and adaptive charging methods lever-
age sophisticated algorithms and data analysis techniques to enhance charging schedules
and dynamically adapt to fluctuating environmental conditions. These methods aim to
estimate the required energy consumption accurately and respond promptly in real time.
The tactics employed consider various factors, including users’ preferences, traffic patterns,
and grid conditions, in order to ensure effective energy management and billing.

The implementation of energy management techniques facilitates the optimization of
energy resource utilization and reduction of grid impact, and enables the seamless integra-
tion of EV charging with renewable energy sources and grid infrastructure. Although there
are multiple papers available that discuss the different energy management systems (EMSs)
used in EVs, the research literature in this area is still relatively new. The significance
of EMS technology is underscored by EVs and the diverse charging infrastructures they
require. Table 20 presents an analysis of energy management techniques that have been
developed and implemented by different researchers.

Table 20. Summary of energy management strategies implemented for EV charging systems.

Ref.
No.

EV/Charging
System Energy Source Objective Energy Management

Techniques
Experimental
Steps Include Review and Comments

[106] On-board and
off-board Solar and grid

The proposed model
makes use of the
supplementary

services offered by
vehicle-to-grid (V2G)

technology.

Adaptive real-time
dynamic programming Yes

By considering the dynamic tariff,
actual PV data, and parking

behavior of the vehicles, the cost
reduction of EV charging is about
55% and 29% in the summer and

winter, respectively. Optimization
for PV-based EVCS is analyzed
neglecting the departure time

of EVs.

[91] Off-board Solar, wind, and
grid

To completely utilize
the RE sources.

MPPT techniques with
energy management Yes

An innovative wind-powered
charging station for EVs has been

developed and deployed. This
power outlet supports V2G
communication. It helps in

meeting the energy demand of
electrical utility. But it does not

consider the multiple RES.

[107] EV charging
station Wind

Co-ordinated
scheduling approach
for optimizing wind

power absorption
while taking thermal

generator.

Parameter adaptive
differential evaluation

algorithm
No

Established co-ordinated
scheduling of EV charging using
wind power system absorption
and reduced the charging cost
and GHG emission. But it only

considers the wind power system
and does not consider hybrid

renewal energy resources.

[108] Off-board PV, battery, and
grid

Efficient energy
management approach
for a solar-powered EV

battery-charging
facility to support
distribution grids.

Optimal hybrid energy
management Yes

This study examines
CHAdeMO-capable EVs.

HPV-EVB charging system
powers EVB from grid or HPV.

V2G technology will reduce grid
stress during peak demand with
the energy management plan. In

grid outage, the EVB can run vital
residential loads. But overall

analysis of system is performed
for specific situation.

[109] Fast charging
station Grid

To improve the bus
voltage profile in the
presence of EVCSs in
distribution network.

Mixed integer
non-linear

programming
No

Improvement in the voltage
profile and reduction in power
loss of the distribution grade is
achieved considering DERs and

the number of EVs. But only a few
factors are considered, while the
period and duration of charging

are ignored.

[100] EV charging
station

Solar, battery,
and grid

Efficient energy
management approach
for hybrid-microgrid-

based EV charging
station.

Constant DC bus
voltage-based energy
management strategy

Yes

Energy management for multiple
BEV charging and stable DC bus
voltage is retained in PV system
during utility grid overcrowding.
The investigation excludes large

voltage and power changes.
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Table 20. Cont.

Ref.
No.

EV/Charging
System Energy Source Objective Energy Management

Techniques
Experimental
Steps Include Review and Comments

[110] On-board Battery and
ultra capacitor

The objective is to
enhance battery

longevity.
FL-based EMS Yes

The goal is to make the hybrid
system workable and to reduce
the power peaks of the batteries

so that they last longer in between
charges. However, it only

functions with converters with a
specific input voltage range.

[111] EV charging
station Smart grid

Equilibrium of games
scheduling and to

achieve global energy
cost minimization.

DSM based on
game-theoretic energy

consumption
scheduling

No

Costs connected with using less
energy are the target here. The

goal is to balance the home power
load, encourage user involvement,
and engage users with the utility
provider. It analyzes one energy

source. Residential load
management takes precedence

over energy efficiency.

[112] EV charging
station

PV, ESS, and gas
micro turbine

Implementing central
energy management at
the grid level and local
energy management at

the consumer level.

Deterministic energy
management system Yes

Power planning involves
arranging and controlling

resources and decision making to
reach certain goals. Renewable

energy generation and projection
was discussed. Central and local

energy management, load
balancing, and dispatching are of

interest. Day-ahead power
planning was discussed.

[113] EV charging
station

PV, ESS, and
grid

An intelligent energy
management system is
proposed to optimize a

grid-connected
solar-powered electric
EVs charging station.

Intelligent energy
management Yes

This approach optimizes the
utilization of photovoltaic (PV)
power for EV charging while

minimizing the potential impact
of energy exchange on the

electrical grid. The inclusion of
the vehicle-to-grid technique is

not accounted for in the
comprehensive analysis.

6.2. Control Techniques for EV Charging Systems

The widespread adoption of EVs has the potential to raise load demand, boost system
losses, and lower grid voltage. Overloading service transformers, reducing their lifespan,
and increasing system losses are all possible outcomes of the increased load demand
caused by EV loads. The charging of EVs causes new load peaks that may exceed the
service transformer’s rated capacity, hastening the aging process. The daily expansion and
contraction of the transformer can be mitigated if EVs are largely charged during off-peak
hours, which is good for the transformer’s life [114].

In addition to this, the increased adoption of EVs in our daily lives will give rise to
numerous challenges. In order to address the issues, it is imperative to implement effective
control techniques throughout the entire process, starting from the grid and extending to
the vehicles. In an EV system, various control techniques are employed to manage different
aspects of the vehicle’s operation [115]. In this section, we will elucidate several prevalent
control techniques employed in EV systems.

Motor Control: EVs utilize electric motors for propulsion. Motor control techniques include:

q Field-Oriented Control (FOC): FOC is a technique that accurately controls the torque
and speed of the motor by decoupling the torque and flux components. It maximizes
motor efficiency and performance.

q Direct Torque Control (DTC): DTC is a control method that directly controls the torque
and flux of the motor without needing to decouple them. It provides fast and precise
control response.

q Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM): PWM is used to control the motor drive by adjusting
the duty cycle of the voltage pulses applied to the motor. It regulates the motor’s
speed and torque output.
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Battery Management System (BMS) Control: The importance of the battery manage-
ment system (BMS) in ensuring the safety and protection of an EV cannot be overstated.
The BMS is responsible for overseeing the operation of the rechargeable battery pack or
individual cells, thereby exerting control over the associated electronics. By implementing
this mechanism, the battery is protected from overcharging, which ensures the user’s
safety from potential electrocution. The BMS utilizes various control methods, which are
as follows:

q State-of-Charge (SOC) Estimation: SOC estimation techniques are utilized to deter-
mine the remaining energy in a battery pack by considering various factors such as
voltage, current, temperature, and additional parameters. The provided information
is essential for the optimization of battery usage.

q State-of-Health (SOH) Estimation: The estimation techniques for the state of health
(SOH) evaluate the condition and deterioration of the battery pack. The measure-
ment assists in determining the remaining capacity of the battery and its power
delivery capability.

q Cell Balancing: Cell-balancing techniques are implemented to ensure uniform charg-
ing and discharging of each individual battery cell within a pack. The prevention of
cell voltage imbalances is crucial in order to maintain optimal battery performance
and prolong its lifespan.

Thermal Management Control: The thermal management system in an EV is respon-
sible for keeping the battery packs, power electronics drives, and electric motors at their
optimal working temperatures regardless of external or internal temperature fluctuations.
Thermal management plays a crucial role in the safety and usability of EVs. Thermal
management control strategies include:

q Cooling System Control: The cooling system is responsible for controlling and main-
taining the temperature of the battery pack, motor, and power electronics. The control
algorithms are responsible for regulating fan speeds, coolant flow rates, and vari-
ous other parameters in order to ensure that the temperatures are maintained at the
appropriate levels.

q Heating System Control: EVs necessitate the implementation of heating systems in
regions with cold climates to ensure the warming of the battery pack, cabin, and other
essential components. Control methods are employed to regulate the heating system
in order to maintain comfortable temperatures while minimizing energy consumption.

Regenerative Braking Control: Regenerative braking is a feature found in the majority
of hybrid and all-electric vehicles. The system converts the kinetic energy generated during
braking into electrical power, which is then used to charge the high voltage battery installed
in the vehicle. The control strategies are responsible for regulating the braking force and
ensuring a balance between mechanical braking and regenerating energy in order to achieve
the highest-possible energy recovery.

Charging Station Control: A charging station, also known as an EV charging facility,
is a dedicated location where electric cars can conveniently access and receive electri-
cal power. A standard EV charging station requires a minimum of one smart controller
board and one power socket board. The power socket board is responsible for the distri-
bution and measurement of energy, whereas the smart controller manages the security,
services, and connectivity to remote servers. EV charging stations are required to adhere
to rigorous standards in order to ensure optimal performance, accuracy, connectivity, and
safeties; charging stations employ various control methods to manage charging sessions
and establish communication with the grid:

q Communication Protocols: Charging stations utilize communication protocols such as
OCPP to facilitate interaction with the grid and enable control over charging sessions.
The utilization of this technology enables the incorporation of functionalities such as
billing, load management, and authentication.
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q Power and Load Management: Charging stations equipped with advanced technology
facilitate load balancing and power management in order to mitigate the risk of system
overloading. Real-time adjustments can be made to the charging rates, considering
the operational status of the grid and the preferences of individual users.

q Smart Charging: Smart charging techniques consider various factors such as energy
pricing, the availability of renewable energy, and grid demand in order to optimize
charging sessions for both cost-effectiveness and grid stability.

Control systems play a vital role in ensuring the secure and efficient functioning
of EVs and their charging infrastructure. They are instrumental in optimizing the per-
formance, range, and overall reliability of EVs. The analysis presented in the Table 21
provides an overview of the control techniques employed by different users for an EV
charging infrastructure.

Table 21. Analysis of control techniques used for EV charging systems.

Ref.
No.

Charging System
Architecture

Energy
Source

Control
Techniques Advantage Disadvantage Review and Comments

[116] PEV charging with
smart grid

Solar, wind,
and grid

Model
predictive

control

Rapid dynamic
responsiveness and

mode switching.

Algorithm for
converting linear

models has
limitations.

Creates a model
predictive-control-based
strategy for managing power
and charging schedules for
plug-in EVs in tandem to cut
down on energy costs
associated with charging and
satisfying residential and
vehicular power needs.

[117] Scheduled
charging

Grid and
battery

Frequency
droop control

Stabilizes power
system demand,

supply, and frequency.
Fault-tolerant,
versatile, and

low-maintenance.

Its model contains
load disruptions,
instability, and

non-linearity. PID
controllers may
quickly stabilize

load disturbances.

The suggested V2G control can
meet varied charging demands
including holding and raising
battery energy levels, unlike
existing approaches that require
multiple V2G control strategies.
Proposed methods guarantee
EV charging with frequency
regulating.

[118] Microgrid-based
off-board charger

Solar, wind,
battery, and

diesel
generator

Decentralized
adaptive control

The suggested
adaptive control

strategy benefits both
EVs and microgrids.
Provides better SoC

and reduces charging
time.

More dependency
on parameters,

and more
challenges in

terms of
scalability.

This research presents a unique
decentralized adaptive control
technique to govern EV
contributions to primary
frequency regulation in an
islanded microgrid. The
framework adjusts the droop
parameter for microgrid and EV
issues. The EV charger
monitors frequency and adapts
its contribution to
load-generation balance
changes.

[119]
Hybrid-microgrid-
based EV charging

station

PV diesel
generators
and grid

Virtual
synchronous

machine control

Virtual inertia
improves system

stability and allows
flexible control with

many variables.
Communication is

unnecessary.

Complex
controller

implementation
and parameter

sensitivity cause
non-linearity in its
state space model.

The virtual synchronous
generator (VSG) technique
employing a CS to create inertia
uses a fleet of EVs parked in the
CS as energy storage for MG.
The proposed strategy will be
an effective answer for
maintaining the regularity of an
isolated MG.

[120] PEV charging with
grid

Flywheel and
grid

Droop-based
hysteresis

control

Optimizes the dynamic
performance by
controlling the

peak-to-peak value of
the current ripple.

Fluctuating
frequency;

delayed response
in voltage
fluctuation
condition.

A hysteresis-type active power
support approach from an FCS
with the FESS was theoretically
and empirically validated in
this paper. The grid and FESS
converters are not digitally
connected while using
droop-based DBS control. The
approach effectively responds
to system-level DSO signals
without interrupting PEV
battery-charging schedules.
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Table 21. Cont.

Ref.
No.

Charging System
Architecture

Energy
Source

Control
Techniques Advantage Disadvantage Review and Comments

[121] Two charging
stations

PV, battery,
and grid

Decentralized
fuzzy logic

control

Presents a robust
response approach for
addressing non-linear

uncertainty in
parameter variable

systems.

Possessing a high
level of expertise

sensitivity.

This author proposes an MVDC
bus-based DCM for charging
stations (CSs). The key
contribution is a novel
decentralized control using
fuzzy logic controllers as a
decentralized EMS to manage
the converters of two system
components separately and
co-ordinate power flow, MVDC
voltage, and BESS SOC
performance.

[122] Three 60 KW
charging stations

PV, battery,
and grid

Droop control
techniques

Increases stability and
power sharing

Unbalanced
distributed
generation
impedance

reduces
load-sharing

accuracy.

This work provides better
decentralized
virtual-battery-based droop
control with bus voltage
maintenance, load power
dispatch, and energy storage
system (ESS) SOC balance for
autonomous and stable DC
microgrid operation. The
PV–ESS–grid integrated
system’s core bus-signalling
control switches PV array and
grid control modes based on
the ESS’s virtual OCV.

[123] EV charging
station PV and grid

Multi-agent-
based

decentralized
scheduling
algorithm

Controls a vast area
and can boost grid
resiliency and meet

grid requirements in
real time.

Requires two-way
communication
between agents
and utilities and

significant EV user
authorization.

This paper offers a
decentralized scheduling
framework for charging EVs
based on MAS, the charging
control model. The MAS has
“responsive” or “unresponsive”
EV agents as well as an EV/DG
aggregator agent. Based on
forecasts of power consumption
and generation, the EV/DG
aggregator agent creates the
virtual pricing strategy to
maximize profit.

[124]
DC-microgrid-

based EV
charger

PV and
battery

Droop and
master–slave

control strategy

The system stability is
enhanced when

compared to using
only a conventional

master control or
conventional droop

control scheme.

More dependency
on solar energy;
constant DC bus

voltage
maintaining is

challenging task.

This work proposes an EVCS
combination control method
that combines the benefits of
droop and master control
strategies. An isolated
bidirectional DC–DC converter,
snubber circuits, and a
three-level boost converter with
capacitance-voltage control
further improve system
stability.

7. Impact Assessment of EVs

In recent years, there has been a lot of research carried out on the economic, social, and
environmental effects of electric vehicles (EVs). However, one of the latest trending areas
in the current scenario impact studies is the integration of EVs with the grid. This section
analyzes the effects of EVs on the environment, society, economy, and grid. The integration
of EVs into the grid requires a comprehensive impact assessment. The direct and indirect
impacts of e-vehicles on the electric grid, as well as their environmental and financial
impacts, should be considered in this assessment. Reducing dependency on foreign oil,
increasing energy security, reducing noise and air pollution, and lowering greenhouse gas
emissions are just some of the environmental benefits. Increased economic opportunity,
greater accessibility to public transportation, and improved public health are some of the so-
cial impacts. Lower petroleum prices, increased investment in EV infrastructure, improved
trade balance, and faster economic growth are some of the economic impacts [125–127].
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7.1. Economic Impacts

EVs have witnessed a significant increase in their popularity owing to their envi-
ronmentally friendly characteristics and higher efficiency in comparison to conventional
gasoline-powered vehicles. EVs have gained significant traction worldwide due to recent
advancements in battery technology, the expansion of charging infrastructure, and the
growing global demand from customers. As a result, EVs have emerged as a practical and
viable choice for a substantial number of drivers. The vehicles in question are powered by
batteries and utilize electric motors to drive the wheels, as opposed to relying on gasoline.
The nascent and emerging technology also provides economic advantages on a global level.
Both EV owners and the utility power grid hold unique perspectives that offer valuable
insights into the economic impacts of EVs [128].

EVs place a substantial burden on the electrical grid due to their ongoing power
requirements for meeting daily charging demands. The projected increase in electricity
demand will result in higher fuel and capacity expenses for electricity generation. Moreover,
the maintenance of the grid becomes increasingly challenging during periods of peak
demand. One of the advantages, both from an economic and environmental perspective, is
the ability to charge EVs using renewable energy sources.

EVs offer a multitude of advantages to their owners, primarily attributed to the
remarkable efficiency of electric motors and the relatively cost-effective power source.
Consequently, these vehicles experience decreased operational expenses, rendering them a
financially efficient option for consumers. The efficiency of EV technology is significantly
higher, typically ranging from 60 to 70 percent, when compared to internal combustion
engine vehicles. EVs exhibit a disadvantage compared to conventional ICE vehicles, namely,
their elevated initial investment cost. The primary reason for this is the utilization of costly
battery technology in EVs [59].

The Indian subcontinent, after Germany and Japan, is the third-largest vehicle market
in the world in terms of sales. There is currently a drive for manufacturers and governments
to work together to shift demand towards greener options. With 7.1 percent of India’s GDP
and a sizeable employment base, the automotive industry is a key economic force in the
country. The Economic Survey 2023 projects a 49% compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
in India’s domestic electric car market between 2022 and 2030, with 10 million annual sales
by 2030. By 2030, it is expected that the electric car industry would provide over 50 million
direct and indirect jobs. The Indian government has implemented many incentives and
policies to assist the growth of the EV industry and has set a goal of 30% vehicle fleet
electrification by 2030. The industry received a significant financial boost in the FY24 Union
Budget for the development of EVs, the use of hydrogen fuel, and the acceptance of new
technology. This effort offers additional advantages from an economic and environmental
standpoint [129].

7.2. Environmental Impacts

The transportation sector is widely recognized as the second-largest contributor to
carbon emissions. Consequently, governments have been increasingly prioritizing EVs
in response to the urgent need to address the rapid fluctuations in the global climate.
The widespread implementation of EVs in densely populated urban areas is crucial for
achieving the electrification of the transportation sector. The transportation revolution
has resulted in a significant reduction in carbon dioxide emissions, thereby leading to
positive environmental outcomes. The establishment of a connection between EVs and
electrical grids is crucial in this context. Furthermore, the adoption of EVs within a vehicle-
to-grid (V2G) ecosystem enhances the resilience and sustainability of a society through
the utilization of clean and reliable energy sources. The advancements in EV technology
have the potential to reduce reliance on fossil fuels, thereby making a significant contri-
bution towards creating a more sustainable global environment [130,131]. The integration
of EVs with renewable energy sources (RESs) yields many environmental benefits. The
V2G technology is an indispensable component for the realization of a sustainable energy
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revolution. When evaluating the environmental impact of EVs, it is crucial to acknowl-
edge their substantial reduction in carbon dioxide emissions. One of the primary factors
that contribute to the lower greenhouse gas emissions of EVs in comparison to internal
combustion engine vehicles is the utilization of highly efficient electric motors. EVs are
preferable to gas-powered ones since they have a smaller environmental impact. However,
we analyze some of the environmental benefits and drawbacks of EVs.

POSITIVE IMPACTS:

q EVs do not produce any air-polluting emissions from their tailpipes;
q EVs do not add to noise pollution because of their low operating volumes;
q EVs are better for the planet because they do not require engine oil;
q In order to prevent “corrosion, crumbling, and failing early” and the associated high

maintenance costs, EV brake pads are designed differently;
q EV makers have, historically, prioritized the use of recyclable and biodegradable components;
q EV chargers powered by renewable energy emit less emissions than gas stations.

Charging stations can keep “fuel” nearby, unlike petrol stations.

NEGATIVE IMPACTS:

q Electricity for EV chargers come from power plants that generate electricity from fossil
fuels. In places like California, where the power grid is already strained during the
summer, this could lead to more rolling blackouts;

q Manufacturing EV batteries leads to habitat destruction, pollution, and water scarcity;
q Battery metals like nickel, lithium, and cobalt require a lot of power to extract. These

minerals are typically mined in places with poor environmental standards;
q Although EV batteries were not developed with recycling in mind, technology to

facilitate recycling is improving rapidly;
q The weight and torque of EVs cause premature tire wear. More frequent tire purchases

lead to more pollution.

7.3. Impact of EV Integration on Grid

The environmental benefits and potential cost savings of EVs are growing their pop-
ularity. Due to fluctuations in electricity demand and supply caused by EV charging,
the introduction of EVs into the electric system can lead to grid instability. This section
examines how the integration of e-vehicles affects grid stability. It highlights the difficulties
associated with EV integration, such as grid congestion, power quality issues, increased en-
ergy losses, and the need for more effective charging techniques. It then discusses potential
remedies to improve grid stability and reduce the cost of EV integration, including smart
charging, energy storage, and load control. Finally, the technical, economic, and regulatory
issues that must be resolved to enable the reliable and economic integration of e-vehicles
into the electric grid are considered [132–136]. Basic configuration of EV battery charging
through grid is depicted in Figure 23.
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7.3.1. Impact of EV Integration on Grid Stability

Power system stability is defined as the ability of a power system to restore itself to its
steady-state operational condition after experiencing a disturbance. Multiple instances of
blackouts have been documented as a result of power system instability, thereby underscor-
ing the importance of conducting research on system stability. EVs, when charging from
the grid, exhibit non-linear load behavior that differs from conventional loads. This can
potentially exert stress on the power system. The estimation of the behavior of this new
load is further complicated by the unpredictable characteristics of EV charging locations,
times, and durations. Concerns may arise regarding the stability of the power system in the
event of a substantial influx of EV charging simultaneously. The accurate modelling of EV
loads is essential for conducting stability research, as load characteristics can significantly
impact power system stability. Several studies have been conducted to explore different
EV load models [137–139]. Table 22 provides an elucidation of the impact of integrating
EVs into the power grid considering different aspects of power system stability, voltage
stability, frequency stability, and oscillatory stability.

Table 22. Impact of EV Integration on Grid Stability.

Impact of EV Integration

Voltage Stability [140]
EV charging has peculiar load properties when compared to conventional loads. EV
integration may have a negative effect on the stability of the grid’s voltage depending on
the area, level of penetration, and EV charging time.

Frequency Stability [141]

The level of load demand is raised by the unknowns around the EV connection site,
penetration level, and connection and disconnection timeframes. As a result, the grid’s
frequency stability can be compromised. EVs can function as controlled loads and take part
in frequency regulation of the grid with a faster ramp rate and ancillary services.

Oscillatory Stability [142]
When compared to traditional loads, an EV load has quite distinct properties. The
properties of negative exponential EV loads affect the power system’s oscillatory stability
more than those of normal system loads.

Increase in Peak Load [143]

EVs can considerably increase grid demand, especially during peak charging hours. Peak
load rise is affected by the number of EVs, charging behavior, and charging infrastructure.
The widespread deployment of EVs is expected to increase peak electricity demand. Some
reports studied the implications of EV charging on the US electricity system. EV adoption
might increase nighttime peak electricity demand by 30%.

Transformer Aging [144]

Transformers are vital to electrical infrastructure, and EV charging can hasten their aging. If
EV charging demand rises, transformer maintenance or replacements may cost more. A
case study in a city with widespread EV use examined how EV charging affected
transformer aging. Compared to sites with low EV charging demand, locations with more
EVs increased transformer aging by up to 15%.

7.3.2. Challenges of EV Integration in terms of Power Quality

The integration of EVs into the power system has the potential to affect the power
quality of the system. The effects of EV integration have been extensively studied, with a
particular emphasis on power quality characteristics. These characteristics include voltage
profile, voltage imbalance, power losses, and harmonics. The impact of power quality on the
grid integration of EVs is influenced by various factors, including charging characteristics,
network characteristics, and the overall number of EVs [145–148]. The issues pertaining
to power quality resulting from the integration of EVs have been concisely summarized
in Table 23.
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Table 23. Challenges of EV integration with regard to the power quality.

Challenges Remarks

Fluctuation in Voltage The level of integration and charging rate of EVs have a significant impact on voltage fluctuations.
The effect grows with both the rate of charging and the amount of people who are being charged.

Voltage Swell The increased use of single-phase charging for EVs has a larger effect on voltage imbalance. It may
cause the grid voltage stability.

Losses Unregulated and single-phase EV charging systems cause more power loss. Increased EV penetration
leads to overloading and power losses in distribution transformers.

Harmonic
The impact of EV penetration on harmonics varies with the level of penetration, and grows with both
the level of penetration and the charging rate. Additionally, uncontrolled EV charging leads to an
increase in harmonics.

Frequency Imbalance
The impact of integration and penetration of a large number of EVs leads to the considerable change
in frequency mismatch. The uncoordinated way of charging of the large number of EVs leads to
frequency imbalance of the grid.

7.4. Existing Solution of EV Integration with Grid

The integration of EVs into the grid has several positive impacts on grid stability.
The EVs must be carefully placed into and utilized in the system for the frequency and
voltage support of the grid. Improper utilization of EVs adversely affects the voltage and
frequency stability of the grid. However, various alternative technologies and approaches
are reported in the literature for the integration of EVs into the grid [149,150]. These
approaches include distributed energy resources (DERs), demand response, EV charging
management, co-ordinated EV charging, smart charging, vehicle-to-grid technology, etc.

Some Existing Solution of EV Integration with Grid:

q Smart Charging: This innovation optimizes the way EVs are charged to save the power
grid from overload. It allows EV charging to be scheduled based on the availability of
renewable energy or during the off-peak hours.

q Smart Grid: Smart grids are built to automatically detect, monitor, and regulate the
flow of energy between power generators and end users using the information and
communication technology. In smart grids, EVs can be charged and discharged in a
coordinated way that also allows renewable energy sources such as solar and wind
power to be integrated into the system.

q EV-Charging Management Systems: These systems can help maximize the amount
of energy that EVs draw from the grid, reducing the load on distribution networks
and the distribution transformer. By offering usage-based or dynamic tariffs, these
systems can also help reduce the cost of EV charging.

q Demand Response: By incentivizing e-vehicle owners to charge their cars during
off-peak hours (e.g., evenings), utilities can reduce peak demand. This reduces the
burden on the system, provides better regulation service, and reduces the possibility
of congestion in the grid.

q Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G): EVs can provide electricity to the grid according to V2G tech-
nology. By supplying extra energy during the peak hour’s periods, this helps the
frequency regulation service for the grid.

q EV/Grid Interoperability Standards: The safe and effective integration of EVs into the
grid can be ensured with the aid of EV/grid interoperability standards. The gear and
software used for EV charging may be made compatible with the grid as a result of
these standards.

q Renewable Energy Sources: EVs may be charged using renewable energy sources like
solar and wind energy. This lessens the dependency on conventional energy resources
and lowers greenhouse effects.

q Battery Storage: When there is a large demand for EVs, battery storage technology
can be utilized to charge them. It also allows for the storage of extra renewable energy.
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This will result in a reduction of energy costs. The extra load can also be supplied by
utilizing this battery energy storage as an ancillary service device.

q Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE): EV supply equipment is abbreviated as
EVSE. It helps minimize grid overload by reducing the amount of power consumed
for EV charging.

q Power Electronics: Power electronic converters facilitate, regulate, and improve the
EV-to-grid energy transfer. The advancement in converters allow suitable EV grid
integration and improvement in energy flow management.

7.5. Summary

EVs and grid integration must be considered in the current energy revolution. EV
grid integration can lower peak loads, improve voltage and frequency stability, and store
renewable energy. Achieving this objective can be accomplished through the utilization
of diverse technologies, including vehicle-to-grid (V2G), smart charging, and vehicle-to-
home (V2H) systems. V2G systems facilitate the process of EV owners selling any excess
electricity they generate back to the grid. The implementation of this solution effectively
mitigates system congestion and enhances system reliability. Smart charging systems
enable EV owners to exercise control over the charging process and leverage the utilization
of renewable energy sources. EV owners have the capability to utilize the V2H system,
which enables them to supply power to their residences by utilizing the energy stored
in their car’s battery. This solution offers the potential to decrease electricity expenses
and effectively handle peak loads. However, despite the demonstrated benefits of these
current approaches in facilitating the integration of EVs into the power grid, there remains
a significant amount of work that needs to be accomplished. However, it is anticipated
that the widespread adoption of EVs on a large scale will result in certain effects, such as a
reduction in grid voltage, an increase in system losses, and an increase in load demand. The
potential consequences of increased load demand caused by EV loads include overloading
on service transformers, which can lead to a reduction in their lifetime, as well as an increase
in system losses. The act of charging EVs can lead to the generation of extra load peaks,
which may surpass the rated capacity of the service transformer. This phenomenon has
the potential to accelerate the progression of aging. The daily expansion and contraction
of transformers can be effectively mitigated by implementing a strategy of charging EVs
during off-peak hours. This approach has been found to significantly enhance the overall
lifespan of transformers [151–153]. Moreover, several authors have put out alternative
solutions, as depicted in Table 24. Additionally, further research is required to enhance
these solutions and develop novel approaches that facilitate the integration of EVs into
the grid.

Table 24. Large-scale EV integration with grid: their solution and challenges.

Condition Solution Advantage Drawback

If there is large-scale EV
integration with grid

Large-capacity energy storage
systems (ESSs)

Large-capacity energy storage systems
enhance system efficiency in variable
dynamic conditions. Additionally, the

system offers load balancing functionality
and the ability to rapidly charge.

Large-capacity energy storage systems
(ESSs) can mitigate these problems,
but are very expensive due to the
requirement for a high-capacity
battery bank.

If there is large-scale EV
integration with grid

High-efficiency integration
infrastructures for EVs

High-efficiency integration infrastructures
offer rapid charging capabilities while

enhancing the scalability and flexibility of
the system. Additionally, it is necessary to

enhance energy management.

The parallel structure facilitates
expansion of the system, but makes it
difficult to co-ordinately control a fleet
of EVs. In addition, the two-stage
power conversion with DC/DC and
AC/DC converters in the bus-based
scheme results in reduced efficiency.
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Table 24. Cont.

Condition Solution Advantage Drawback

If there is large-scale EV
integration with grid Multi-port integration scheme

The integration of a multi-port scheme
enhances charging flexibility, optimizes
grid utilization, reduces infrastructure
costs, and increases system scalability.

The multi-port converter is usually
realized by using multi-winding
transformer or reusing energy storage
inductor; therefore, the number of
ports is not easy to be expanded due
to the complexity of the transformer
with multi-windings. Also, grid
stability and maintaining the power
quality is challenging task.

If there is large-scale EV
integration with grid

Modular multilevel
converter-based EV
integration system

The modular multilevel converter-based
EV integration system is known for its

high efficiency and grid-friendly operation.
The objective is to enhance power quality

and increase system flexibility.

A multi-objective power management
strategy is necessary, resulting in
increased complexity. Additionally,
they are facing a system integration
challenge. One of the challenges in the
scheme is the cost and space required
for implementation.

If there is large-scale EV
integration with grid

Co-ordinated charging
infrastructure

Co-ordinated charging offers improved
load regulation and enables demand
response capabilities to the system.

Additionally, it has the capability to
seamlessly integrate with RES in an

efficient manner.

The implementation complexity is
high and it also necessitates additional
infrastructure. The user perspective
poses increased difficulty, while
ensuring data privacy remains a
significant challenge.

If there is large-scale EV
integration with grid Vehicle-to-grid technology

The implementation of vehicle-to-grid
technology offers a solution to alleviate

congestion during peak hours and
improve the overall reliability of the

system. Additionally, it facilitates grid
integration with renewable energy sources

(RESs) and offers potential revenue
generation opportunities.

At present, the majority of the
charging infrastructure lacks the
capability to support vehicle-to-grid
technology. Additionally, numerous
technical complexities are associated
with its implementation. Ensuring
user convenience and compliance
with regulations and policies poses a
significant challenge.

In summary, EVs exhibit both significant advantageous impacts and detrimental
consequences, as elucidated through the preceding discussions. Table 25 provides a concise
summary of the remedial measures aimed at mitigating the adverse impacts associated
with EVs.

Table 25. Harmful impacts of EVs and possible remedy techniques.

Harmful Impact Possible Remedies

Power Quality Issues

q In-house power control unit (PCU) that is smart-grid-compatible for synchronized charging.
q Use a filter to mitigate supply-side harmonics.
q Employ an intelligent device equipped with a bank of passive filters.
q To fix the harmonics problem, use an inverter to change the voltage source and an inverter

current controller.
q The implementation of a smart grid system in an appropriate load management framework.

Increase in Power Losses

q Uniformly distributed charging.
q Use FACT devices.
q Co-ordinated control charging.
q Implement demand response and power management techniques.

Increase in Peak Demand

q Intelligent and regulated power delivery.
q Efficient method of peak demand protection.
q The intelligent multi-agent metering system.
q Connected vehicle infrastructure where vehicles and the grid can communicate effectively.
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Table 25. Cont.

Harmful Impact Possible Remedies

Transformer Overloading

q Utilizing intelligent load management strategies.
q Reinforcement of grid infrastructure.
q The K-factor derating method is utilized.
q Utilize transformer in parallel.

Voltage Instability

q The utilization of a tab changing transformer (LTC).
q Use dynamic line rating techniques.
q The implementation of a wide area control method aimed at mitigating fluctuations.
q Efficient voltage and reactive power control techniques.

8. Challenging Issues and Possibilities

The use of fossil fuels is not sustainable in the long run, and the world is on the brink
of an energy crisis. Therefore, the adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) is crucial as they
are powered by renewable sources of energy such as solar and wind power. The use of
EVs is also cost-effective as they require less maintenance and have lower operating costs
compared to traditional gasoline-powered vehicles [154,155]. Along with this advantage of
EVs, researchers are also faced with several challenges. Table 26 illustrates the challenges
with EVs and their possible solutions in modern era.

Table 26. Challenge with EV and their charging infrastructure and possible solutions.

Challenge Possible Solution

Limited Acceptance of EVs

â Develop and implement more efficient battery technologies.
â Increase the number of charging stations to increase convenience and accessibility.
â Implement incentives and subsidies to encourage EV adoption.
â Increase the availability of public transportation networks to reduce the need for

personal vehicles.
â Improve and expand infrastructure for EVs, such as installing more charging points and

providing access to high-power chargers.
â Develop and implement policies and regulations to promote the use of EVs.
â Increase the use of renewable energy sources to power EVs.
â Educate consumers on the benefits of EVs.
â Implementation of e-vehicle operators like transmission or distribution system

operators to take part in frequency regulation and ancillary services.

Range Anxiety Possible

â Increase the Battery Capacity of EVs: Increasing the battery capacity of EVs can help to
extend the range of the vehicles and reduce range anxiety.

â Develop better charging infrastructure: Developing better charging infrastructure can
help to reduce range anxiety by providing more charging options. This includes
providing charging stations in convenient locations, such as shopping centres, parking
lots, and other public places.

â Improve Battery Technology: Improving battery technology can help to increase the
range of EVs and reduce range anxiety. This could include developing more efficient
batteries that can store more energy, as well as developing faster-charging batteries that
can recharge quickly.

â Increase Public Awareness: Increasing public awareness of the benefits of EVs can help
to reduce range anxiety by educating people about the advantages of EVs. This can
include providing information about the advantages of EVs over gasoline-powered
vehicles, as well as highlighting the various charging options available.
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Table 26. Cont.

Challenge Possible Solution

Limited Charging Infrastructure

â Collaboration Work: Governments and private companies can work together to expand
the EV charging infrastructure. This could include building more charging stations,
providing incentives for installing charging stations in homes, offices, and public places,
and offering tax credits for installing charging stations.

â Solution to long Charging Times: Developing more powerful charging stations and
investing in new battery technologies can help reduce charging times. Additionally,
providing access to fast charging stations (Level 3) in areas with high EV usage can help
reduce charging times.

â Solution to Costly Installation and Maintenance: Governments can provide financial
incentives to encourage individuals and businesses to install EV charging stations.
Additionally, investing in technological advances can help reduce the cost of installation
and maintenance for charging stations.

High Cost of EVs

â Government Subsidies: Governments can offer subsidies to reduce the cost of EVs,
making them more attractive to potential buyers.

â Tax Credits: Governments can also provide tax credits for purchasing EVs, making them
more affordable.

â Lower Battery Costs: Battery costs are one of the most expensive components of EVs.
Research and development of new battery technologies could help reduce the cost of the
battery.

â Increase Charging Infrastructure: Investing in public charging infrastructure can also
help reduce the cost of EVs. This will make charging more convenient and reduce the
amount of time needed to charge a vehicle.

â Vehicle sharing: Vehicle sharing programs can help reduce the cost of EVs by allowing
individuals and businesses to share the cost of the vehicle.

Limited Alternative use of EVs

â Vehicle-to-grid (V2G): EVs can provide electricity to the grid by using V2G technology.
By supplying extra energy during periods of high demand, this helps to balance the
system.

â Vehicle-to-home (V2H): EVs can also serve as a reliable power source for residential
homes during power outages. It is also utilized for various small-scale power
applications.

â Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V): EVs have the capability to supply charging support to other
vehicles, thereby establishing a novel revenue-generating model.

â Energy storage: EVs can also serve as energy storage devices for residential purposes,
allowing users to sell the stored energy during peak demand periods.

EV Adoption Forecasting Models

â Data collection: Gather historical information on EV sales, market share, charging
infrastructure development, governmental regulations, customer preferences,
technological advancements, and other key elements.

â Model training: Historical data demonstrate the impact of characteristics on EV uptake.
â Forecasting: Using pertinent data and scenarios, the model makes predictions about

future EV adoption rates.
â Scenario planning: Various scenarios help analyze potential futures based on various

assumptions.
â Policy and corporate implications: Policymakers, industry stakeholders, and investors

should use the analysis to inform infrastructure investments, regulatory regulations,
and corporate strategies.
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Challenge Possible Solution

Cyber Security Challenge

â Cyber security: Advanced protection layers are implemented to ensure the overall
security of the system. Regular testing of security levels is conducted to analyze the
potential vulnerabilities and evaluate the effectiveness of protection measures against
hacking attempts.

â Supply chain security: Ensure the protection of all components and associated data
through regular audits of the supply chain and its data.

â Charging infrastructure security: To ensure the security of the charging infrastructure
data, advanced protection layers are implemented, along with the establishment of a
cloud-based data storage system.

â Data privacy: Implement a secure communication channel that utilizes intelligent or
advanced techniques for the purpose of sharing data or facilitating communication.

EV Battery Second Life

â Battery health assessment: Before second-life uses can be implemented, EV batteries’
viability and capacity must be evaluated.

â Second-life applications: EV batteries have multiple applications, including grid
stabilization, fixed backup power, and off-grid renewable energy storage.

â Safety: Safety of used EV batteries must be prioritized. Proper handling, shipping, and
storage can minimize accidents, fires, and environmental risks.

â Environmental impact: To ensure that EV battery reuse is sustainable, it is crucial to
examine the environmental effects of afterlife applications.

â Economics and cost–benefit analysis: Adoption of second-life applications is based on
their commercial viability. The value of battery recycling and repair is determined
through cost–benefit analyses.

â Technology: Repurposed EV batteries could find new life with the help of technology.
Use cutting-edge research to improve afterlife applications.

In addition, there are also some existing challenges that can be addressed and potential
solutions that may be investigated. In addition, situational challenges may arise for specific
areas or regions following the development of the EV charging infrastructure. These
challenges are unique to a particular system or area and can be addressed accordingly.

In order to enhance the popularity of electric vehicles among the general public, it is
crucial to prioritize the future roadmap of EV research, because it is extremely difficult to
address the issues with EVs without having a proper plan. Figure 24 depicts the current
difficulties encountered by various EV industries, all of which will require further study
and investigation.
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9. Conclusions and Future Research Recommendation

The proliferation of various electric vehicles (EVs) has led to the emergence of mul-
tiple EV structures, EV charging infrastructures, renewable-energy-based EVs, and grid-
integrated EV systems. In order to effectively manage the charging process, it is necessary
to implement a distinct control strategy and power management strategy for multi-source
EV systems. This review article provides a comprehensive analysis of the classifications
of EVs along with their associated charging infrastructure, charging technologies, power
management, and control systems. First, various structural topologies of EVs and the
merit/demerits associated with each of them has been investigated. Then, a systematic
comparison of charging stations and charging methods highlights their key differences
and usage. Furthermore, different adaptive and robust control methods have been evalu-
ated based on their effectiveness in improving system efficiency. An extensive discussion
on the environmental impacts of grid-integrated EVs and the challenges related to EV
infrastructure along with potential remedies has been discussed at the end. The extensive
investigation carried out in a systematic approach on EV technologies may prove to be
exceptionally useful to researchers and engineers working in the field for carrying out
further research. Research priorities going forward should be set in a way that allows us to
systematically and efficiently tackle the key challenges that have impeded the development
of the EVs. Some of them are as follows:

1. To make recharging an EV as quick and easy as filling up with gas, ultra-fast charging
stations are vital. There is also an urgent need for academic study into the mitigation
of heat, noise, and EMI in these types of charging stations.

2. Due to their short service life, EV batteries require careful planning and development.
Batteries have a finite life; thus, it is important to work on other issues, such as
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improving solid-state batteries, designing cells and packs, creating management
systems for batteries, and making electrolytes and electrodes more stable.

3. The design of an efficient power converter is required, including the use of a charging
cable, cooling technique, protective device, and high-power solid-state transformer.

4. Additionally, both V2G and V2H vehicle connectivity technologies are immature but
have significant features to explore. Further investigation and improvement are needed
to best manage renewable energy sources and grid-connected charging stations.

5. Smart energy management among the sources integrated with EVs to ultimately
manage grid overload requires more detailed analysis. In addition, improved power
quality control schemes require investigation that may assist in suitably controlling
the power converter while maintaining the power quality standard.

6. Furthermore, public-road-capable EVs need to be able to be efficiently supplied
with large amounts of electrical power without impacting the electrical system. It is
suggested that smart charging be put into place, in which the charging habits of EVs
are affected by variables such as peak demand, renewable source generation, dynamic
pricing, and individual EV owner requirements.

7. Smarter choices can be made with the help of artificial-intelligence-based control
algorithms, which has the capability to improve in predicting EV charging loads,
estimating driving ranges, and implementing dynamic pricing.

8. There is serious cause for concern over the potential for theft of sensitive information
related to the charging infrastructure, the position of vehicles, owner’s information,
and their payments. Also, it is important to note that malicious cyber assaults can
compromise an EV’s remote-control functionality. Accordingly, resources must be
devoted to studying the areas of cyber security, resilience, reliability, and protecting
user and grid data from malicious attacks.

9. In order to advance the growth of EV offerings and associated customer products
and services, the development of novel business and policy strategies is required.
Creating cutting-edge EV business and policy strategies for EV users will enhance
EV adoption.

In addition to the aforementioned points, several research topics are anticipated to
emerge in the near future. Also, based on this comprehensive survey, it is expected to
initiate potential research ideas for further investigation.
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